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Abstract

Resumen

One of the most laborious aspects at the
beginning of a research process for graduation
project into the musician professional training is
the title of the thesis. This requirement could not
represent much difficulty however, sometimes
the rush with which a first vision of the project
or research design is made brings into a title
proposal that could not satisfy the expectations
of the student in the future. The experience in
these situations have shown late progress and
loose of motivation. The alternatives that could
be used in order to prevent this situation are
many and can be applied during the professional
training, nevertheless at the ending of the
studies, time is important and the chores get
busy; different tools are offered so the student,
professor or adviser can develop the idea of the
final project and thesis.

Uno de los aspectos más trabajosos para el inicio
del proceso investigativo como parte del
proyecto de titulación durante la formación del
músico profesional es el enunciado del título de
la tesis. Aunque aparenta no presentar mayores
dificultades, en ocasiones la premura con que se
elabora una primera versión del proyecto,
protocolo, o diseño de investigación trae consigo
proponer un título que posteriormente no
satisface las expectativas del estudiante; la
experiencia indica en estos casos la aparición de
procesos morosos y la desmotivación. Las
alternativas para revertir tal situación son
muchas y se aplican en diferentes momentos
durante la formación del profesional; sin
embargo, en la etapa de culminación de estudios,
el tiempo apremia y los procesos se aglomeran;
con este fin, se ofrecen herramientas que pueden
emplearse en el momento en que estudiante,
profesor y tutor, comienzan a generar la idea del
proyecto de titulación y de la tesis.

Thesis title, Mind map, Concept map,
Research portfolio

Título de tesis, Mapa mental, Mapa
conceptual, Portafolio de investigación
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Introduction
In the curricula for the training of the
professional musician of many universities,
several variants are considered depending on the
final evaluation, among which are the realization
of a graduation concert or recital and / or the
degree project that culminates with the defense
of a thesis or thesis, the latter case, depends on
an investigative process.
Although in most of these universities
research is considered a transversal axis or
institutional curricular strategy, almost always
the young musician is not aware of its
importance until the moment of writing the
thesis arrives; This may be due, among other
causes, to the professional profile of the teachers
that is generally oriented towards the
performance of the music, or to the motivation
of the students who prepare throughout the race
for the realization of a graduation recital.
In addition to presenting the research as
a transversal axis, in the professional profile of
the musician, the desire for unity between the
educational and the instructional in almost all
universities is manifested; in the case of
instrumentalists, this indicates the training of
high-level performers that can transmit to the
public all the perception they have of the
composer, the work and the time with sufficient
sensitivity to satisfy the generality of tastes and
knowledge that are concentrated in An
auditorium.
The normative documents for the
musician's training explain the achievement of
elements such as good tuning, rhythm and
agogics, phrasing, sound quality, memory,
theoretical, stylistic and aesthetic knowledge,
among others, as well as ensuring the physical
development and values of the student. Some
such as humanism and responsibility are
fundamentally revealed to the extent that the
future professional faces an audience during
instrumental practice in concerts and recitals.

The subject that in general attracts the
most attention, for its reason of being as music
professionals, is what forms them as
instrumentalists, the classes are mostly
individualized and the student confronts the
teacher with the advances he has made during his
preparation individual.
More than a teaching-learning process,
the instrument class becomes one of
guardianship where differentiated work is placed
first, while the teacher, meticulous and detailed,
focuses on achieving the best results, taking into
account the characteristics and progress of each
student, the level they are in, technical
knowledge about music, and acquired skills.
Harmonizing all these elements is only
possible when research is recognized as a
transversal axis during the entire process of
professional training, however, although in
many cases it is institutionalized, this aspect is
neglected, or it is carried out in practice in a
systematic way , but empirical, regardless of the
rigor that an investigative process entails.
Perhaps this is the reason why in more
than 50% of cases, when the student adopts the
option of a degree project, even when the
participation of several advisors is present in the
analysis and discussion of each case, it is
somewhat difficult enunciating a title for the
thesis.
To get to shape the degree it is necessary
to inquire about the previous preparation that the
student has had throughout his career, and to
enhance the experience of the advisor, tutor and
teacher, in order to guide him towards the search
for information on the topics that most interest
him ; nevertheless, the inexperience of the
student in investigative processes puts in doubt
and hinders his first steps. Therefore, this work
offers some auxiliary tools that can be used at the
moment when the student, together with the
teacher and the tutor, begin to generate the idea
of the degree project and the thesis.

For these reasons, the pedagogical
process in music is peculiar, has its roots in
cultural traditions, combines individual and
collective activities, and focuses on the
development of skills. In the curricula there are
subjects that require teamwork such as
workshops, ensemble subjects or music theory,
in them, the figure should not exceed the number
of 12 students.
ISSN 2444-4952
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Methodological strategy

Development of an idea

The auxiliary tools for the preparation of the
students have been used in formative processes
of different levels, for this purpose, initially a
study was carried out where, fundamentally, the
scientific methods were combined: document
analysis, unstructured interview - in which
considered a coefficient of concordance (Cc≥80)
as a community of criteria-, and survey applied
to teachers (annex 1) for the assessment of the
usefulness of the use of auxiliary tools for the
generation of the research design and the
statement of the title of the thesis.

The beginning of an investigative process is
difficult especially for music students whose
aspiration is musical interpretation or practice,
so their preparation focuses on the development
of skills for such performance. The student faces
this when selecting the degree project as an
evaluative criterion for the completion of their
degree studies, for this option, the writing of a
thesis or thesis is usually required, and their
defense.

With the analysis of documents, those
tools that could be used in a first stage were
identified in order to project the research and
specify the title of the thesis and the study of
experiences in its application in other areas of
knowledge.
The unstructured interview began with an
exposition of the possible tools to be used in a
way that encouraged the debate about the
usefulness of their employment; the criteria
collected were analyzed and grouped to
determine, based on the formula, the
Concordance Criteria (1) if there was a
community in the interviewees' position.
𝐶𝑐 = [1 − (𝐸𝑛⁄𝐸𝑡)]100

(1)

Where:
In: number of unfavorable criteria
Et: total respondents
Source: Salgado (2016)
In the first year the results were unequal,
the concordance criteria matched the range
assumed to determine the unit in the opinions
issued; Subsequently, there was a rising trend
towards the usefulness of the proposed auxiliary
tools, which encouraged their employment to be
decided initially in master's courses and later in
research for the qualification of students in
training as music professionals. The results of
the survey indicated that at first there was
rejection of the use of the tools during the initial
preparation of the students, subsequently, there
was a growth in the values of the indicators that
expressed acceptance from the appropriation of
the tools and the help they offered in the first
stage of the research process that consisted in
defending their research design (protocol or
project).
ISSN 2444-4952
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It is at this time that ideas begin to be
generated on the possible topics to be
investigated, even without prior knowledge of
what is written about it, or of the deficiencies,
difficulties, or insufficient knowledge that
persist in this regard.
The preparation depends on the initial
orientation the student receives. For this, it is
necessary to carry out a table work where you
are offered information on the possible ways to
identify their sources; The study of what has
been written about this initial idea will be
indicated, exploring and detecting aspects that
have not yet been developed with sufficient
clarity, or those that motivate you to strive to
complete the process, which contributes to
making a decision on the subject to be
investigated.
In 80% of the cases that such guidance has
been received, the defense of the issue has been
satisfactory, and although there is always a
factor of indecision given by the nerves of a first
evaluation for the completion of their studies, the
argument has prevailed and the justification of
the decision taken.
Information for initial preparation can be
obtained from books, interviews, magazine
articles, defended theses, project results, from
online social networks, among many other
sources; But, in this case, there is a correlation
between exploration and uncertainty: the more
students inquire, the more difficulties they have
in shaping their idea. In the title of the thesis the
result and the limits of the investigation are
revealed, hence the convenience of a previous
preparation before it is stated. It must be brief,
striking and synthesize the content of the thesis,
as it is the first information the reader receives.
As written from a scientific discipline it is
important to use the terms or categories of it.
JUAN-CARVAJAL, Mara Lioba. The title of the thesis in the
professional training of the musician. Auxiliary tools. Journal of
Teaching and Educational Research. 2019.
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A variant that helps in the formulation of
the degree is the use of auxiliary tools that, as
learning techniques, facilitate the procedure for
the enunciation of the title and the elaboration of
the research design. The first tool that we offer
the student in our activities is the research
portfolio (it constitutes the adaptation of the
teaching portfolio to the research process); It is
offered in this place since it facilitates the
organization of the documentation that is
obtained in the first moments and makes the
signing more viable within the referential
potential at your disposal.1
In the portfolio folders are created
according to the classification that is easier to
understand by the student, their interests or
objectives; in them the bibliography, the cards or
the references on the location of the sources and
archives with commentaries on their contents
can be saved. The number of folders in a
portfolio is not regulated, however, sometimes
its performance depends on the fulfillment of a
task in which case, in general, teachers propose
their amount and denomination. The
organization of the folders can take various
forms, the most used is by the location of the
sources (it was used in more than 60% of the
cases studied). A variant of the use of the
research portfolio is shown in Figure 1; This
portfolio was made from the keywords in the
initial idea for the title statement.

In the portfolio, in addition to the
elaborated files, you can include all the
references that are in digital format, the
comments and the location of the sources.
A positive experience is the contrast of
various sources before assuming a position, such
comparison helps the discrimination of practices
or theories, and decision making, in this sense,
the use of the portfolio favors the procedure;
likewise, if they are organized by research
stages, when the thesis is formed, -in case there
is any doubt-, the sources compared can be easily
accessed.
Another aspect in which the portfolio
offers help is in the selection of information
sources; The probability of access today is so
great that despite the diversity and quantity
available to everyone, it can cause errors related
to its reliability, visibility in the organization of
the sources also contributes to the observation of
electronic addresses and sites where information
is obtained.
Another tool that benefits the process in
its beginnings is the mind map, in that sense, it
serves as an auxiliary in the precision of what
you want to investigate with which you can
outline the idea of the title.
The mental map is a technique that
provokes the analysis based on the graphic
representation of what the researcher thinks, in
this case attending to the key words present in
the idea of the title; the map offers a global
vision of the edges (converted into branches) to
which each concept exposed in it influences.
The scheme that is generated during its
elaboration is motivating from the figures,
symbols, colors (optional) and typology of the
lines that are used (figure 2), it starts by placing
the idea of the theme of the center of the sheet
where the ramifications arise according to the
researcher's thinking.

Figure 1 Portfolio variant based on the key words of the
idea of the thesis title
Source: Self Made
1

For the signing there are several digital tools bibliographic reference managers - with which you can
automate the process and the settlement of the thesis:
Endnote, Zotero, BibMe, EasyBib, Canva; all available
on the internet.
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Figure 3 Qualifications granted to the use of the mental
map for the accuracy of the thesis title
Source: Self Made
Figure 2 Example of a mind map on a topic idea
Source: Self Made

The analysis is carried out externally in
search of possible ramifications that can be
found from the aspects that are related to each
keyword. The representation of each secondary
idea is made in the form of a branch that, in turn,
opens towards others, according to the amount
of new ideas related to the previous one; There
are no limits to the number of branches,
however, it should be borne in mind that, if the
branching is very extensive on a single concept,
the original idea should be rethought. Its
usefulness helps determine the limits of research
and the accuracy of the object to study.
The technique facilitates the grouping of
ideas, their organization and the visibility of the
dynamics that research can have from the
connections found.
In the survey of teachers during the last
two years of the study, it was the tool mostly
valued as positive for their use at this stage of the
research, depending on the accuracy of the thesis
title (93.33% of grades between 4 and 5); The
reasons for such an estimate focused on the
identification of the possible path that would be
traveled from each key word (concept), the
visibility of the aspects that would have the
greatest weight in the investigation, and the
possibility of changing the order of ideas on the
knowledge base apprehended. Likewise, there is
a tendency towards the increase of the quantity
of four and five regarding the qualifications of
two and three points in the following years
(figure 3) consequence of the results experienced
for the accuracy of the title, taking into account
the references studied from the branching done.
ISSN 2444-4952
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Another experience in the application of
the mind map was the repeated reading of the
materials available to the students, a first
familiarization reading and, later, a second one,
emphasizing aspects related to the concepts or
keywords identified in the initial idea , all of
which generated new points of view and
comments added to the research portfolio, which
delimited
the
theoretical
nuclei
in
correspondence with the interests, preparation
and possibilities of the students.
Once the theoretical nuclei have been
identified, and in order to conclude the topic
statement and the elaboration of the research
design or protocol, a new auxiliary tool can be
used: the conceptual maps.
This tool helps to gain clarity in the
meaning of the concepts also through a graphic
representation that facilitates the learning,
ordering and identification of significant links;
Figure 4 shows a conceptual map that
synthesizes in a very elementary way the
meaning of the concept of music according to the
definition offered by an encyclopedic dictionary
of music (Lathan, 2008), the Royal Spanish
Academy (RAE, 2018), and two etymological
dictionaries (Deficiona, 2019; Music, 2019).

JUAN-CARVAJAL, Mara Lioba. The title of the thesis in the
professional training of the musician. Auxiliary tools. Journal of
Teaching and Educational Research. 2019.
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Figure 4 Example of a concept map.
Source: Self Made

In the concept map the definition of the
concept is distinguished, unlike the mental map,
where the line of thought is located which,
related to a concept, can guide the edge from
which the study of an object, process,
phenomenon, will be conducted, or subject.
The possibility of hierarchical ordering of
concepts, taking into account the relationship
between them, facilitates the visibility of the
definition in its entirety and the grouping of
meanings as a result of the contrast of sources.
The most explored sources for the
defense of the subject were mainly defended
thesis, articles published in scientific journals
and research methodology books.
With the tools used, the study of the
theoretical nuclei that formed the initial idea was
facilitated, which was the starting point in many
cases to identify the deficiencies and
recommendations that remained from previous
research to shape the title of the thesis and
elaborate the design Of the investigation.
Although debate persists on the need to
develop a research design, project or protocol;
for the defense of the subject of the thesis,
aspects included in them are required; Although
it is something regulated in most universities, its
validity must be considered, since the design
favors the general orientation of the process. The
aspects that are reiterated in the guidelines for
the elaboration of the research design or protocol
are the situation that generates the problem, its
justification, the typology of the methods, and
the results that are expected to be achieved.
ISSN 2444-4952
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In general, when the initial idea of the
design is conformed and the previous study is
carried out for the statement of the thesis title, a
situation that demands the intervention of a
researcher is used, which, together with the
deficiencies of the theory and / or identified
practices, and the legal basis that requires the
defense of the subject to start the titling process,
constitute the reason for the investigation; that is,
the necessary argument for its justification. This
starts the analysis for the formulation of the
scientific problem. The determination of the
problem is directly related to the title and / or
subject of the thesis and for its formulation the
theory focused on the areas of knowledge is
taken as a basis, previously analyzed with the
help of the tools - conceptual map, mental map,
portfolio , or others in correspondence with the
student's knowledge and level of preparation.
Research design in some way constitutes a
requirement in the process, however, it is a guide
for its realization; During its elaboration, the
context in which the initial idea is located is
characterized and the study of the categories and
concepts of the scientific discipline from which
the problematic situation is investigated and
defined taking into account the deficiencies,
contradictions or difficulties identified in the
previous study.
If the results of this study offer links to
other phenomena or objects studied and some
information about the impact that the subject has
had on society, the justification of the research
becomes more truthful and stimulates the
conduct of the study on the initial idea that is is
profiling. However, there are criteria that
research in arts does not require an initial design,
it is proposed that part of something that is
considered exciting, lacking rules; in this way
they avoid the “(…) limitations of a problem
posed in a biased way (…) and of the rigid
methodological requirements (…)” (LópezCano, and San Cristóbal, 2014, p. 70). In this
sense, the diversity of criteria enriches the
process of scientific research in any area of
knowledge; However, it is important not to
underestimate what has so far been investigated
or offers a reference on the selected idea,
regardless of whether the subjective element
plays a predominant role in the first stage of the
investigation. In addition, it should be borne in
mind that its starting point is an idea that is
outlined for the formation of the thesis title and
the design, protocol, project or research guide.
JUAN-CARVAJAL, Mara Lioba. The title of the thesis in the
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With the information obtained from the
study carried out, we are in a position to
formulate the scientific problem whose response
will provide the final elements for the title
statement; that is, of the possible variants for its
solution, one is chosen which will be the one that
requires the title of the investigation.

120%
98%
100%

89%

82%

80%

62%

60%
40%
20%

For the formulation of the problem, the
technique of decomposition of problems into
subproblems can be used as an auxiliary tool;
This tool is based on the procedure of the
analytical method, that is, the decomposition of
the whole into its parts, and allows independent
observation of the components of the problem;
this does not constitute a scientific method.
(...) what is called today "scientific
method" is no longer a list of recipes to find the
correct answers to the scientific questions, but
the set of procedures by which a) the scientific
problems arise and b) are put to Test the
scientific hypotheses. (Bunge, 2016, p. 46)
Figure 5 shows an example of the
decomposition of the problem into subproblems,
made from the study for a degree project and the
table work prepared with the student in the 20172018 academic year.

Figure 5 Use of the problem decomposition technique in
subproblems to specify the research title
Source: Own elaboration based on the table work for
Mejía (2018)

Due to its complexity, it was the least
accepted technique, Figure 6 shows the
percentage of qualifications awarded with values
between four and five, according to the approval
for employment at the beginning of the
investigation (62.22%).
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Portafolio de
investigación

Research
Portafolio

Figure 6 Percentage of grades awarded with values
between 4 and 5
Source: Self Made

As experience in its application, during
the table work between the tutor and the student,
in some cases the reformulation of the thesis title
was oriented according to the interests that the
students pursued and the information provided,
the use of categories and concepts that best fit
the scientific discipline from which the research
takes place.
Conclusions
The beginning of the research process as a
degree project in students who are trained as
music professionals is laborious and complex,
taking into account that their preparation
throughout the career is focused on a high
quality performer; when it is decided to face this
project, the generation of ideas that agglomerate
above all due to the immediacy of the temporary
requirements from the institutional regulations
begins.
Specifying the idea for the title of the
thesis transits through a different reading whose
information is collected to the extent that there is
access to the various sources; The organization
of this process is faster and more visible when
auxiliary tools such as the research portfolio are
used. The conformation of the title of the thesis,
given its characteristics, is preceded by a study
that reveals the pretext or reason of the
investigation, encloses the criteria on the idea
generated of the title and the design of the
research, the deficiencies or insufficiencies that
persist and The scientific problem to solve. The
diversity of edges from which this study can be
approached, requires the help of tools that help
in the organization, the apprehension of the
meanings and the determination of the path by
which it is going to travel.
JUAN-CARVAJAL, Mara Lioba. The title of the thesis in the
professional training of the musician. Auxiliary tools. Journal of
Teaching and Educational Research. 2019.
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As a result of the document analysis, the
unstructured interview and the applied survey, it
was determined that the auxiliary tools that
could be used in the initial stage of the research
process for the degree project, depending on the
accuracy of the thesis title and the Development
of the research design were: the mental map, the
conceptual map and the decomposition of the
problem into subproblems, which, gradually,
were welcomed by teachers and students.
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Annex 1

Mark with a cross or complete as appropriate.
• Exercises as: Teacher_____ Researcher______
Teacher-researcher _____
Other (state it) __________________________
 Years in the teaching exercise ___________
 He has done the teaching exercise in:
Degree studies (professional training) _____,
Masters _____, Training of doctors _____
 He has been a thesis tutor in:
Degree studies____ Master's degree ____
Doctorate____
2.
For exercise
Please read each question carefully before
answering.
2.1 On the title of the thesis, according to your
experience in the pedagogical process for the
training of the professional musician and during
the preparation of the students for your degree
project, mark with an X the place you consider
correct (the 5 corresponds to the highest score ).
No.
1.

2.

Poll
Evaluation of the use of auxiliary tools during
the realization of the research design and
formulation of the thesis title
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Personal information

3.

4.

Indicator
The thesis title proposal is
formulated
from
a
discussion
in
the
department or in the
academic body.
The formulation of the
thesis title is done from a
table work between the
student, tutor and teacher.
The title of the thesis is
chosen
between
the
student and the tutor
The student presents the
thesis title proposal to the
tutor.

5

4

3

2

1
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5.

6.

To enunciate the degree,
the student is oriented to a
previous
preparation
where the problems that
could be addressed are
revealed.
To propose the title of the
thesis the student is
oriented to the use of
auxiliary tools such as
mental or conceptual
maps, among others, that
help in their accuracy.

2.2 On the usefulness of the use of auxiliary tools
for the preparation of students during the initial
stage of their research and with the objective of
stating the title of the thesis. Mark with an X the
place you consider according to your criteria.
No.
1.

Indicator
The use of the
concept map
facilitates the
formulation of
the thesis title.

2.

The use of the
mind
map
enables
the
accuracy of
the title.

3.

The use of the
teaching
portfolio helps
to organize the
work with the
bibliography
to support the
defense of the
subject

4.

The
decomposition
of the problem
that
is
manifested in
the title, in
subproblems,
helps decision
making
to
formulate the
final title of
the thesis.

5

4
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3

2

1

Indicator
The use of the
concept map
makes
the
formulation of
the thesis title
more
cumbersome.
The use of the
mind
map
makes
the
accuracy of
the
title
difficult.
The use of the
teaching
portfolio
hinders
the
organization
of work with
the
bibliography
to support the
defense of the
subject
The
decomposition
of the problem
that
is
manifested in
the title, in
subproblems,
makes
the
decision
to
formulate the
final title of
the
thesis
more
imprecise.
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Abstract

Resumen

Nowadays, the integration of social networking sites (SNS) into
the education field, like Facebook, has changed the way people
communicate with each other and created new learning
approaches. Therefore, the importance of implementing
pedagogical strategies for English language learning (ELL) to
create new learning classrooms either physical or virtual should
be privileged this time. The objectives of this research article are
to know if the Facebook tool helps students to learn vocabulary
in English, and identify what learning strategies they use to learn
vocabulary meanwhile interacting with this tool. Thus, the
research questions are: 1. Does Facebook allow students to learn
vocabulary in English? 2. What learning strategies do students
use to learn vocabulary when interacting on facebook?
Concerning methodology, the research was accomplished by
using a quantitative method with a cross-sectional design and a
Likert scale questionnaire. The results showed that Facebook is
useful to learn not only vocabulary but also English language
since students used the vocabulary in authentic, natural, and
meaningful contexts. Besides, it provides important data to
identify different strategies used to learn vocabulary because this
social network became part of their learning process.

Hoy en día, la integración de los sitios de redes sociales (SRS)
en el campo de la educación, como Facebook, ha cambiado la
forma en que las personas se comunican entre sí y ha creado
nuevos enfoques de aprendizaje. Por lo tanto, la importancia de
implementar estrategias pedagógicas para el aprendizaje del
idioma inglés (ELL) para crear nuevas aulas de aprendizaje, ya
sea físicas o virtuales, debe ser privilegiada en este momento.
Los objetivos de este artículo de investigación son saber si la
herramienta de Facebook ayuda a los estudiantes a aprender
vocabulario en inglés e identificar qué estrategias de aprendizaje
usan para aprender vocabulario mientras interactúan con esta
herramienta. Por lo tanto, las preguntas de investigación son: 1.
¿Facebook permite a los estudiantes aprender vocabulario en
inglés? 2. ¿Qué estrategias de aprendizaje usan los estudiantes
para aprender vocabulario cuando interactúan en Facebook? Con
respecto a la metodología, la investigación se realizó mediante el
uso de un método cuantitativo con un diseño transversal y un
cuestionario de escala Likert. Los resultados mostraron que
Facebook es útil para aprender no solo el vocabulario sino
también el idioma inglés, ya que los estudiantes usaron el
vocabulario en contextos auténticos, naturales y significativos.
Además, proporciona datos importantes que contribuyen a
identificar diferentes estrategias utilizadas para aprender
vocabulario porque esta red social se convirtió en parte de su
proceso de aprendizaje.

Facebook, Vocabulary, Learning strategies, English as a
Foreign Language
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Introduction
When learning English as a Foreign language,
most of the times students face problems to learn
and speak it meanly due to lack of vocabulary,
which is an essential component in any language
as it is the case at the Faculty of Language at the
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
(BUAP) where students of intermediate level
experienced problems like understanding
unknow words, using phrasal verbs, idioms,
fixed word collocations., and in general, learning
vocabulary. In fact, language learning depends
on many tools, methods, and techniques to
achieve its goal (Richards & Rodgers, 2014).
Among some of these tools is the usage of
Facebook in which users find pages for different
purposes.
In Mexico, Facebook is used a lot;
however, its usage is related to informal
communication rather than as an education tool.
Moreover, there are few empirical studies about
it (Milosevic, Zivkovic, Arsic, & Manasijevic,
2015). According to Pew Research Center
(2014), facebook is the most used social
network, with approximately 71% of total
Internet users and mostly used by young people
(Araujo and Cabero, 2014). There is evidence
that it does provide sharing educational content
that generates an impact on both learners and
society. Concerning this point, the present study
is justified because of practical, theoretical,
methodological, and social justifications. In the
coming lines, they are described.
Practically, it will solve a real problem.
Theoretically, it will contribute by the
identification of suitable learning strategies to
learn vocabulary by using Facebook as a
pedagogical tool. Methodologically, it will lead
to a way of analyzing the usefulness of Facebook
to learn vocabulary. Lastly, socially, it will give
an idea to society about applying SNS for
educational purposes.
On one side, it is relevant and suitable
because the gotten data could be taken as a
reference point to apply this study in different
educational fields to improve the learning
process of English, especially vocabulary. On
the other side, the objectives that will guide the
present research are: to know if the Facebook
tool helps students to learn vocabulary in
English, and identify what learning strategies
they use to learn vocabulary meanwhile
interacting with this tool.
ISSN 2444-4952
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From the above objectives underlie the
following research questions:
1.

Does Facebook allow students to learn
vocabulary in English?

2.

What learning strategies do students use
to learn vocabulary when interacting on
facebook?

Finally, the hypothesis is enunciated as
follows:
H1. Facebook helps students to learn vocabulary
in English.
Theoretical framework
In Mexico, the learning process of English is
focused on two main components: structure and
vocabulary,
having
more
importance
grammatical structures. However, how could it
be possible to learn grammar without knowing
vocabulary? How can language be used by itself
without words? If a student knows words, he
could express his ideas clearly and fluently
(Linse, 2006).
Thus, if language takes place is because
there is enough vocabulary to operate it. Then,
the necessity of strategies to learn it arises.
Fortunately, currently, there are different digital
tools that foster vocabulary in an adjustable and
ideal atmosphere (Huyen and Nga 2003) by
satisfying students’ interests and demands. As a
matter of fact, English language vocabulary
growth is feasible because a learner could access
to a number of online sources while they are
sharing information (Blood, 2000; Kajder and
Bull, 2004; Dyrud, Worley and Flatley, 2005).
Moreover, the use of social networks
such as Facebook allows the development of
student-centered teaching practices with a
communicative approach in real situations that
demand users’ language proficiency and
considerable baggage of vocabulary to
communicate (Fernández, 2019).
Facebook as a SNS
The social networks including Facebook allow
users to place language learning in an authentic
community or in social contexts that go beyond
the classroom, essential for meaningful learning
(Gee, 2004).
FLORES-GONZÁLEZ, Norma, CASTELAN-FLORES Vianey,
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Taking into account Ferdig (2007) social
media, like Facebook, requires learners to
interact during the language learning process if
it is used for those purposes. During that
communication act, they share knowledge in an
authentic and natural context with frequency
usability (Pavlik et al, 2015) as well as points of
view to develop social relations with other users,
whose accent is different (Gaudeul and Peroni,
2010). By using these SNS, students establish a
sense of belonging to a community that is helpful
for English language learning and vocabulary
development (Goodwin-Jones, 2003).
Facebook has a crucial role in English
language learning because it provides
opportunities to English language learners to
improve their skills like reading and writing
while interacting with texts and phrases to
improve their vocabulary baggage. Furthermore,
Facebook and in general social networking sites
allow language teachers to expand learning
outside classrooms, activate reflective thinking,
build up knowledge, and foster ELL while
consolidating relationships between students
(Mahadi and Ubaidullah, 2010; Idris and Ghani,
2012)
Regarding Weimer (2009), the learning
environment gives relevant content, feedback,
clear goals and opportunities to construct social
skills like facebook. However, this tool by itself
is not enough to learn vocabulary even though it
provides students with a lot of facilities. It is
necessary to look for vocabulary learning
strategies (VLSs) too. First of all, it is necessary
to make a distinction between receptive and
productive vocabulary. The former deals with
the vocabulary used in both reading and listening
skills, which could be less demanding for
students since it only asks for recognizing them.
The latter “requires the learners to use the word
appropriately in new contexts” (Nation, 2001, p.
43).

Vocabulary learning strategies
VLSs are techniques that students use in order to
learn vocabulary. Taking into account O’Malley
and Chamot (1990, p. 1) VLSs are “the special
thoughts or behaviors that individuals use to help
them comprehend, learn, or retain new words”.
Considering Flores, García, and Pérez (2019),
there are applications to learn vocabulary like the
Memrise app, which was applied as a metacognitive digital strategy to understand texts for
specific purposes.
This app is based on some functions
through which the VLSs are developed. They are
learning new words, classic review, speed
review, difficult words, listening skills and meet
the natives.
As a matter of fact, there are different
VLSs. On one hand, according to Nation (2001),
three categories are identified: planning,
sources, and process. On the other hand, Wong
(2014, p. 18) points out five categories to learn
vocabulary which are “Determination, Social,
Memory, Cognitive and
Metacognitive
strategies”.
Some other authors suggest a more
complete model of VLSs:
1.

2.

3.
Thus,
regarding
the
previous
information, students need specific strategies to
learn written vocabulary. Since vocabulary is a
linguistic competence, it requires learning
strategies to be grasped by students. At this
point, Michelle and Myles (2004, p. 24) claims
that “the initial initiative in learning a second
language is known as the controlled processing,
this step involves activating the selection of
information nodes in the memory”.
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4.

Defining words within context. This
strategy is applied at the moment when
the learner meets the word and implies to
look for its meaning in order to
understand (Biemiller and Boote, 2006).
Sketching the words or using visuals.
Students connect the new word to their
personal drawing in order to make it
meaningful and remember the word
(Nagy, 2005). Indeed, visual materials
lead the opportunity to share content,
visualize and learn the new vocabulary of
the English language (Valero, 2009).
Applying Target Words. Use the target
words in everyday learners’ speeches as
possible. It will help them to apprehend
those words. (Wasik and IannoneCampbell as cited in Douglas and Frey,
2014)
Semantic mapping. This strategy helps
students by connecting the new word
with a synonym, antonym, and at the
same time, they increase their vocabulary
(Baumann, Kame'enui, and Ash, 2003).
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Using context clues. By using inference
base don the cotext, learners can get the
meaning of a new word (Nagy and Scott,
2000).

It is worthy to mention that for the
present study, the model above would be taken
into account.
Methodology
This research is based on a quantitative study
with a cross-sectional design.
According to Skinner in Ugalde and
Balbastre (2013), the quantitative study allows
the use of predetermined categories that provides
the data obtained to be subjected to statistical
analysis. That is why this method was selected
because it was necessary to look for series of
general patterns that characterize the sample of
this study.
In order to operationalize the variables
and analyze this phenomenon, a questionnaire of
20 items was designed based on the Facebook
general usage to know if the tool helps students
to learn vocabulary in English, and identify what
learning strategies they use to learn vocabulary
meanwhile interacting with this tool.
The questionnaire has an additive Likertscale of agreement with an ordinal level,
consisting of a series of items to which the
subject's reaction is requested (Namakforoosh,
2000). Related to its validity it was done with the
SPSS software, getting its reliability and
validity.
The sample of the study is comprised of
40 subjects who are students in the Bachelor of
English Teaching at the Faculty of Languages at
BUAP. This sample shares some characteristics:
They are intermediate students and use
Facebook to learn English vocabulary.
Talking
printed-version
the same time
analysis of the
analysis below.

about the data collection, the
questionnaires were applied at
to the whole population. The
data was based on the model

Instrument
Variable 1
Does Facebook
allow students to
learn vocabulary
in English?

Dimension
Students’
perceptions
towards the use
of Facebook to
learn vocabulary

Items
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15, 17, 19

Variable 2.
What learning
strategies
do
students use to
learn vocabulary
when interacting
on facebook?

Identification
of VLSs:
Defining words
within context

2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 16, 18,
20

Sketching
the
words or using
visuals
Applying Target
Words.
Semantic
mapping
Using
clues

context

Table 1 Vocabulary Learning Strategies based on
Biemiller and Boote, 2006; Nagy, 2005; Wasik and
Iannone-Campbell as cited in Douglas and Frey, 2014;
Baumann, Kame'enui, and Ash, 2003; Nagy and Scott,
2000

Findings
With the data obtained by the subjects, two
variables with their respective dimensions will
be analyzed to prove the two research questions
and the hypothesis established at the beginning
of this study:
Variable 1.
vocabulary

Facebook

helps

to

learn

In this variable, three main dimensions were
observed to characterize the subjects’
perceptions towards the use of Facebook to learn
vocabulary based on the ten items.
Items 1, 3, 5, 7
2%

Totally agree
Agree

98%

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 1 Facebook allows subjects to learn vocabulary
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As can be observed, 98% of the subjects
totally agreed while 2% agreed that Facebook is
a useful tool that helps them to learn vocabulary.
They reported having learned not only words but
also grammar structures and parts of speech in
their engagement to facebook. Besides, they
learned terminologies and acronyms, which are
not commonly used in academic language or
books.
Another important characteristic was that
they perceived Facebook as a social interaction
practice that allowed them to code and decode to
restate meanings with authentic content. Based
on the information above, it could be claimed
that the informal learning environment provided
by Facebook as social networks, subjects found
unexpected and meaningful learning experiences
with a variety of resources to learn vocabulary.
Items 9, 11, 13
6%

2%
Totally agree

According to subjects’ perceptions,
another feature of the Facebook tool that
facilitates the learning of the lexicon was that it
pushes them to practice new words in a real
natural context as many times as they want to.
Even with people whose accent is different.
Regarding that, Imbernón, Silva, and
Guzmán (2011) affirmed that this tool provides
a more interactive and dynamic learning space
that vocabulary learning takes place easier and
faster with self-confidence and motivation.
Indeed, 92% of the subjects agreed that
Facebook promoted motivation and engagement
in language learning contexts as Blattner and
Anderson (2012) affirmed.
Another important finding related to the
easiness of learning vocabulary according to
subjects’ perceptions was that the tool provides
a learning process based on students´autonomy
and rhythm control as Kaplan-Rakowski in
Melchor (2014) claimed.

Agree
Items 15, 17, 19

92%

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree

Totally agree
Agree

Totally disagree
100%

Graph 2 Facebook lets subjects to learn vocabulary easily

The graphic shows a high positive
subjects’ perception to the use of facebook since
92% of the sample totally agreed, 6% agreed and
only 2% neither agree nor disagree with the
perception that Facebook lets subjects to learn
vocabulary easily. As a matter of fact, they
stated that it is easy to remember vocabulary
since they are engaged in it every day.
They also declared this tool as one that
enabled them to empower and participate
actively by interacting and sharing knowledge.
In other words, they see it as ICTs for
Empowerment and participation.
The above is supported by RománMendoza in Santos and Alamán (2019) who
think of educational technologies as tools that
allow autonomy and active collaboration. As can
be seen, the subjects found interest in this tool
since, as Araujo and Cabero (2014) mentioned,
it is a tool to which the majority of students have
access and use every day to communicate.
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Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 3 Learning vocabulary with facebook leads to
foster other skills and culture

According to the results, 100% of the
sample totally agreed by expressing a positive
perception towards Facebook as a tool that not
only helps to learn vocabulary but also
comprehension and writing skills, listening and
oral competences, grammar, critical thinking
and in general English language proficiency with
high motivational levels by performing actively.
This asseveration confirmed what Farias (2012)
mentioned about all applications and social
media, which demand users for active
participation in two scenarios. The former to
create or produce content and the latter to share
and interact even with native speakers.
Considering this fact, Rincon (2009: 79) states
that “Facebook is changing the way people
interact in society, to the point of having become
a bridge that allows interactions with a large
group of people, at different levels of closeness
and familiarity”.
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The subjects also assured that when
learning vocabulary on Facebook, they learned
culture because it was included in any messages
or conversation they had with natives or
nonnatives. In this regard, Williams and Burden
as cited in Ainciburu and Buttazzi (2019, p. 102)
states that “learning a language implies much
more than simply learning skills or a system of
norms or grammar; it implies the adoption of
new cultural behaviors ”. Other authors that
share the same point of view are Jerez and Nava
(2019), who mentioned that the use of social
networks are sources of reading and writing that
provide interactions with a real audience,
facilitating cultural exchanges that allow users to
improve language performance.
Moreover, subjects totally agreed that
this tool is a virtual place where they can find
pages to learn vocabulary with other applications
thanks to the advantages that it offers to its users.
Additionally, 100% of the sample perceived
facebook as a digital tool or technology to learn
and a source to construct knowledge to be
proficient in the language. In relation to this,
Castañeda in González, Ureta, Marcovecchio,
Margarit, Pontoriero, Rossetti, and Villodre
(2019) confirmed this perception since they
considered the technologies for learning and
knowledge like new ways to make a new school
model which respond to the training needs of
citizens.
Variable 2. Learning strategies students
use to learn vocabulary when interacting on
Facebook.
To answer the second research question
and prove or refute the hypothesis mentioned in
the introduction, the variable learning strategies
students use to learn vocabulary when
interacting on Facebook is analyzed.
In this variable, the VLSs are pointed out
according to subjects’ answers based on ten
items and level of agreement as followed:
5 Totally agree
4 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
2 Disagree
1 Totally disagree
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Strategy
Defining
words
within context
Sketching the words
or using visuals
Applying the Target
words.
Semantic mapping
Using context clues

5
58%

Level of agreement
4
3
2
40% 2% 0%

1
0%

94%

6%

0%

0%

0%

80%

20%

0%

0%

0%

100%
46%

0%
54%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

Table 2 Learning strategies students use to learn
vocabulary when interacting on Facebook

As can be seen, the table establishes that
taking into account the students’ perceptions,
five vocabulary learning strategies were
identified while they were interacting on
facebook.
Concerning the first VLS, only 2%
neither agreed nor disagreed with the usefulness
of this strategy, which means that the majority of
the sample perceived it as important for
increasing vocabulary.
58% of the sample totally agreed that
defining words within context helps them to
memorize the word and in the long-term, learn
it. Another facility to apprehend new words and
enrich their lexical baggage, specially slangs and
phrasal verbs, was the opportunity to use the
new word in different authentic contexts and real
situations.
40% agreed that this strategy let them
learn lexicon due to the following reasons:
a.
b.
c.

Words are stored in the long-term
memory
users became expertise by guessing the
meaning of new words in context
they learn more vocabulary about the
new word such as synonyms, antonyms,
and parallel phrases actively.

Talking about the second VLS (sketching
the words or using visuals) 94% totally agreed
that learning vocabulary is better if they added a
visual aid to remember it such as pictures or
labels. Furthermore, 6% agreed to Kim and
Gilman’s (2008) asseveration about the
successfulness of this strategy because it allowed
subjects to have the picture-word pairing visual
strategy whose graphics were appropriate and
relevant to the vocabulary words they represent.
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Another strategy found crucial to learn
vocabulary with facebook was applying the
Target words. Regarding this, on one hand, 80%
totally agreed that this strategy promotes active
and deep processing of word meanings while
sharing information on Facebook. In fact,
ongoing interactions provided subjects with
many opportunities to target words which affect
positively to their long term memory storage.
On the other hand, 20% mentioned that
the clear related definitions and examples
provided in the target language were crucial to
learn vocabulary and even enrich it. As been
analyzed in the table, the whole sample agreed
with some level with the helpfulness of this
strategy.
About semantic mapping, which was the
fourth strategy used by the sample, 100% of the
subjects stated that this visual strategy allowed
them to show relationships between known and
unknown words by adding synonyms and
antonyms to the target vocabulary. They
recognized this tool as a way to
identify, understand, and recall the meaning
of unknown words they read or listened to
They also mentioned that this strategy
promoted collaborative work in facebook since
to get meaningful word relations, the subjects
involved in the interaction added more words to
build up a diagrammatic map and associated as
much vocabulary as possible, having as a result,
a semantic mapping that showed graphically
information related to a new word. In general,
they perceived this strategy as schemata in the
learning process.
Finally, the last strategy, called using
context clues was found by 46% of the sample as
a form to get the meaning of an unknown word
and retain them in the long-term memory.
They were aware of the context
importance due to its usefulness to understand
the target language and later, use it correctly.
54% agreed that context clue strategy
was suitable to potentiate their language
abilities.
Indeed,
their
exposure
to
comprehensible input guided them to assimilate
and learn high-rate of vocabulary baggage
crucial for their proficiency language as
speakers.
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These results proved that it is possible to
understand the meaning of a new word without
depending on an extra source like dictionaries.
In this way, they avoided investing extra time in
searching for meanings of a specific lexicon if
they applied this strategy.
Generally, the previous five strategies
were found as the main ones used by the sample
to learn vocabulary when interacting on
Facebook. Besides, they perceived them as
positive ways to learn the meaning of
vocabulary. In the following lines, the
conclusions are drawn.
Conclusions
Based on the responses of the subjects and the
analysis of results, it is possible to conclude that
Facebook is a tool that has helped to learn
vocabulary in English to the sample been
described.
The results proved the two research
questions by affirming that facebook does allow
users to learn vocabulary in English, and the
VLSs leaners used to foster it in facebook are:
defining words within context, sketching the
words or using visuals, applying Target words,
semantic mapping and using context clues.
Focussing on the about asseverations, the
hypothesis of this study was proven too.
Additionally, by using Facebook as a means of
learning English vocabulary, subjects could
subsequently apply what they learn in their
classes. This helped them to continue expanding
their vocabulary since it was a social network
that they used extremely frequently.
Another conclusion is that they
considered facebook as a tool to promote
technologies of empowerment and participation
as well as technologies for learning and
Knowledge, which are the main clues for current
educational models.
Taking about the sample (university
students), it was found that Facebook (SNS)
played a vital role in the development of English
language vocabulary at the university level.
Thanks to the usage of different varieties of
VLSs, they realized that the only way a student
could learn and have rich vocabulary was by
experiencing them; otherwise, they would only
memorize long lists of words meaningless.
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At the same time, they gained autonomy
and motivation, important elements in the
learning-teaching process. Finally, it is worthy to
mention that this research could guide future
researchers on the methodology of learning
English vocabulary and in general language as
well as helps them design an appropriate
interactive multimedia learning, which could be
in a virtual or blended learning modality.
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educativas de las redes sociales y el trabajo en
grupo. Percepciones de los alumnos
universitarios. Comunicar. Revista Científica de
Edocomunicación, 42(XXI), 165-172.
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Abstract

Resumen

Mexico is experiencing a growing need of qualified
professionals able to work and receive training in
international companies. For this reason, education
authorities in Mexico have created technological
universities and, in recent years, a new model for them
called BIS model (Bilingual, International and
Sustainable). It is a bilingual model which starts with an
immersion course followed by a bilingual program whose
objective is to graduate technicians and engineers with a
high level of English language proficiency. This research
intended to study the attitudes and experiences of students
and teachers who participated in an immersion course in a
BIS model university in Veracruz, Mexico to identify the
attitudes of both students and teachers towards the course
to help designing future courses to avoid potential
language learning problems related to attitudinal and
motivational factors. In order to do this, quantitative and
qualitative paradigms were used through the application of
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to sixty-five
students and teachers as well as class observations. The
results showed that while students and teachers generally
had a positive attitude towards the program, there are a
number of factors that affected their performance such as
the students’ profile, their motivations to study the
language, their motivations to study a bilingual program
and the course planning.

México está experimentando una creciente necesidad de
profesionales calificados que puedan trabajar y recibir
capacitación en compañías internacionales. Por ésta razón
las autoridades mexicanas han creado universidades
tecnológicas y, en años recientes, un nuevo modelo para
ellas llamado BIS (Bilingüe, Internacional y Sustentable).
Éste es un modelo bilingüe que incluye de inicio un curso
de inmersión seguido de un programa bilingüe cuyo
objetivo es graduar técnicos e ingenieros con un alto nivel
de dominio del idioma inglés. Ésta investigación busca
estudiar las actitudes y experiencias de alumnos y
maestros que participaron en el curso de inmersión en una
universidad BIS en Veracruz, México para identificar las
actitudes de ambos durante el curso y así ayudar a diseñar
cursos que eviten problemas en la enseñanza del inglés
relacionados con cuestiones actitudinales. Para esto se
utilizaron paradigmas cualitativos y cuantitativos por
medio de la aplicación de cuestionarios y entrevistas semiestructuradas a sesenta y cinco participantes así como
observaciones de clases. Los resultados encontrados
muestran que, aunque alumnos y maestros tuvieron en
general una actitud positiva con respecto al programa,
existió un número de factores que afectaron su desempeño
tales como: el perfil de los alumnos, sus motivos
personales para estudiar el idioma, sus motivos personales
para estudiar un programa bilingüe y la planeación del
curso.
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Introduction
The need to provide the working sector with
qualified labor able to communicate with
workers from other nationalities has led the
government of Mexico to implement programs
for the teaching of English from elementary
school to high school. Unfortunately, these
efforts have not been successful enough to
develop the communicative skills of the students
since, as in the case of the place where the
researcher works, most of the students that start
undergraduate programs have an A1 or A2 level
according to the Common European Framework
of Reference (CEFR). After completing high
school Mexican students have different options
to start undergraduate programs.
One of the options that have gained
relevance is the subsystem of Technological
Universities across Mexico. This type of
Universities bear a resemblance to colleges
around the world since they offer technical and
engineering degrees aimed at satisfying the
needs of the companies in the area in which each
university is located. In later years changes have
been made to the format of delivering some
courses of the already established programs,
these changes are related to the implementation
of bilingual education and immersion courses
inside the curriculum; this new model of
Technological Universities is called BIS
(Bilingual, International and Sustainable).
The objectives of these new types of
programs are communicated to students and
often touched in discussions and it is common to
hear comments from some students feeling
stressed about reaching the level required to start
the bilingual program (level A2). This situation
raised my interest on studying which aspects
come into play when students are learning
English in an immersion program to form their
attitudes towards learning as well as the
teacher’s perspectives on such phenomenon. The
researcher considers this is important to my
community since doing a research of the
attitudes and experiences of the participants in
an immersion program can be helpful when
designing new courses that take into
consideration the specific context of this
university. The researcher has worked in this
University for some years and has observed a
pattern of low interest from the students to learn
a second language which may have been a factor
that affected some of these students’ grades.
ISSN 2444-4952
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However, the new bilingual model is
more demanding and creates a situation that may
turn difficult for students with negative attitudes
toward learning English because it can represent
an obstacle between them and their goals of
studying in a bilingual university. It was the
purpose of this study to identify the attitudes of
both students and teachers towards immersion
programs, to study the experiences of both
students and teachers in an immersion program
from September 2016 to December 2016, and to
help improving the design of future courses to
avoid potential language learning problems
related to attitudinal and motivational issues.
Immersion Programs
Lyster (in Cammarata and Tedick, 2012:252)
provides a definition of what immersion is, he
definies as:
‘a form of bilingual education that aims
for additive bilingualism by providing students
with a sheltered classroom environment in which
they receive at least half of their subject-matter
instruction through the medium of a language
that they are learning as a second, foreign,
heritage, or indigenous language. In addition,
they receive some instruction through the
medium of (the majority language) in the
community.’
This definition constitutes the basis on
which immersion programs are developed.
Immersion programs were originated in
Canada in the 1960s when parents detected the
need of their children for learning French due to
the fact that the English-speaking community in
Quebec noted this language was needed in a
region which predominantly used French in their
daily lives. Scholars of bilingualism at McGill
University were reached by parents and worked
in developing a new program which was
characterized by the use of the target language as
a means of instruction since the first day of
school in kindergarden. It was planned first to
focus on acquiring reading skills before
introducing other subjects in later grades, in this
way by grade 6 half the curriculum was taught in
French and half was taught in English; this
program was known as the St. Lambert
experiment (Lambert & Tucker in Cammarata
and Tedick, 2012) or the St. Lambert program.
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According to studies on immersion
education from the California State Department
of Education (1984:11) the concept of
immersion schooling was based on a
fundamental premise:
‘… people learn a second (or third)
language in the same way as they learn their
first; that is, in contexts where they are exposed
to it in its natural form and where they are
socially motivated to communicate’
These studies also point out differences
between immersion programs and other two
common types of instruction, by means of doing
a comparison it is possible to have a clearer view
of the nature of immersion programs. First, the
difference between immersion programs and
second language teaching programs is
mentioned and it states that the objective of the
first is the mastery of the subject matter and thus
not much time is dedicated to language teaching
since it becomes a responsibility of a language
expert, not the professional who is teaching a
subject not related to language teaching. Second,
the difference between immersion programs and
bilingual programs is that, in the first,
bilingualism is achieved through two different
channels, this is, each instructor serves as a
‘monolingual instructional route’ who never
switches between language or uses any
instructional material in both languages
compared to an instructor from a bilingual
program who is able to use special material for
the purpose of learning contents in a second
language or developing language skills.

Bilingualism and Bilingual Education
As it was mentioned before, the objectives of
Immersion programs are to help promote
bilingualism and biliteracy. According to Bathia
and Ritchie (2006:8) ‘earlier definitions tended
to restrict bilingualism to equal mastery of two
languages, while later ones have allowed much
greater variation in competence’. The authors
also mention that, nowadays, all discussions
related to his need to take into account both a
specific context as well as specific purposes.
Baker (2001) starts by stating the differences
between bilingualism as ‘an individual
characteristic and bilingualism in a social group,
region or country’, this is, as an individual
possession (individual bilingualism) or as a
group possession (societal bilingualism).
The author mentions that although a
person may be able to speak two languages it is
common to use just one language in practice or
that competence in one language is limited; for
this reason it is important to establish the
difference between language ability and
language use, sometimes mentioned as the
difference between degree and function.
Some other considerations to take into
account relate to the classification of bilinguals
such as the one suggested by Valdés and
Figueroa in Baker (2001), he suggest that
bilinguals are classified by:
–

It is pertinent to mention the core feature
of immersion programs mentioned by Johnson
and Swain in Cummins (2000):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The L2 is a medium of instruction
The immersion curriculum parallels the
local L1 curriculum
Overt support exists for the L1
The program aims for additive
bilingualism
Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to
the classroom
Students enter with similar (and limited)
levels of L2 proficiency
The teachers are bilingual
The classroom culture is that of the local
L1 community
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–
–
–
–

Age – It plays a role when defining the
type
of
bilingualism
acquired:
simultaneous, sequential or late.
Simultaneous bilingualism occurs when
two languages are learned at the same
time such being the case of children
parents with different languages.
Sequential bilingualism refers to when a
child learns the second language after
learning much of his first and finally, late
bilingualism is when an individual learns
a second language after the age of 6 or 7
Ability (incipient/receptive/productive).
Balance of two languages.
Development. Ascendant if second
language is developing and recessive in
case one language is decreasing).
Contexts where each language is
acquired and used (for instance home,
school).
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–

–
–

Circumstantial bilingualism (those
individuals whose role in society
requires them to learn a second
language).
Elective bilingualism (those individuals
who choose to learn a second language to
satisfy certain needs).

One of the most important concepts in
bilingual education is biliteracy which in the
1970s ‘carried connotations of fluency and
mastery of in the reading and writing of two or
more languages’ Hornberger in Vaish (2008).
However, Hornberg gave her own definition
stating that ‘any and all instances in which
communication occurs in two (or more)
languages in or around writing’. In this sense it
is important to point out the relation between
biliteracy and some of the immersion programs
discussed earlier as Cammarata and Tedick
(2012) state: ‘The principal aims of both Oneway and Two-way immersion programsare to
promote additive bilingualism and biliteracy,
academic
achievement
and
cultural
understanding.
These concepts are also mentioned by
Baker (2001), he claims that the aim in language
outcome of the immersion programs are
bilingualism and biliteracy as well as achieving
pluralism and enrichment of the society.
Previous to this, Baker (in Roberts 1995) had
classified the goals of bilingual education into
national or societal goals, linguistic goals, and
educational goals.
Common European Framework of Reference
The Common European Framework of
Reference (CEFR) is a common basis developed
by the Council of Europe to provide help in the
elaboration of language syllabuses, curriculum
guidelines, examinations, textbooks, etc. by
means of describing what learners have to learn
and do in order to communicate and act
effectively (Council of Europe, 2001).
In order to help learners and users of
languages six levels were developed:
Breakthrough, Waystage, Threshold, Vantage,
Effective Operational Proficiency and Mastery;
these levels can be visualized into three broad
levels that cover from Basic User, Independent
User to Proficient User (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Common reference levels

Attitudes in Language Learning
Brown (2000) mentioned that attitudes are have
their origins in early childhood and are an aspect
of the development of cognition, thus are a result
of two aspects, one being the parents’ and peers’
attitudes towards people who are ‘different’ and
the other the interacting affective factors in the
human experience. Brown also claimed that
attitudes can have an impact on language
learning; students benefit from positive attitudes
opposite to negative attitudes which may lead to
demotivation and, due to the lack of input and
interaction, students could be unsuccessful when
trying to attain proficiency. Also, Kara (2009)
mentioned that some studies have investigated
the effects of attitudes toward learning and have
found that attitudes were ‘more significant
predictors of academic success rather than
university entrance examinations’.
Attitudes and their relation to success is
also mentioned by Kara in some studies whose
results have shown that students who believe the
contents seen in classes are relevant to their selfdevelopment and their future work harder; they
are more willing to learn contents if the
information is congruent with real life. Other
aspects mentioned by Kara are that other results
from researchers such as Tsai & Kuo who found
that ‘students’ willingness to learn stemmed
from a fear of getting low marks and that they
defined learning as memorising information,
preparing for tests, solving problems and
calculating’.
This seems related to what Zainol (2012)
is concerned about; he questions about some
EFL students getting higher grades in English in
spite of being examined under the same
conditions. He states that Gardner in 1985
emphasized his concern about attitudes toward
the target language and how these attitudes play
a key role in motivating student to learn it
affecting their performance in the language. It
will be discussed later if this holds true for the
participants of this study.
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Finally, Cook (2008) mentions there is a
relation between the attitudes towards other
cultures and how teaching can reinforce
unfavorable images of L2 users. She states that
coursebooks normally show only two types of
language users: students or native speakers but
do not include successful or famous L2 users.
Cook considers this reflection important because
changing people’s attitudes is one of the goals of
language teaching. Robert Gardner in Cook
(2008) also mentions there is a close relation
between attitudes and success in language
learning in his view of L2 learning.
In his proposed socio-educational model,
he explained how individual factors and general
features of the society interact in L2 learning; he
mentions that two of the components for
learners’ success are motivation and ability and
mentions the two factors of motivation: a)
attitudes to the language situation which refer to
the teacher and the course and b) integrativeness
which is a combination of factors about how the
learner perceives the culture reflected in the
second language; both of these factors can be
found, according to Gardner, in the educational
setting and cultural context within which the
students are placed.
Methodology
This research was conducted in the
Technological University of Gutierrez Zamora,
located in the southeastern state of Veracruz. In
September 2016 the BIS (Bilingual,
International and Sustainable) model was
opened for those students interested in receiving
professional bilingual education.
The participants in this study are sixtyfive students, they are young adults from 18 to
20 years old enrolled in the 525-hour English
immersion course required to start the first
trimester in the bilingual model of the university.
Most of the students had previously studied
English in public high schools where ESL
contents cover topics from beginner to
intermediate level, however it is common to
observe that most students finish high school
with a low level of English. Besides, their
contact with the English language is limited due
to a number of factors, one being the dominance
of monolingual speakers in the zone and the
difficulty to interact with native speakers.
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Other is the location since the university
operates in a small town 1 hour and 45 minutes
away from the nearest city and, as a
consequence, many students come from other
small towns with limited access to mass media
such as cinema or even Internet.
Having groups of students with these
characteristics made necessary the application of
a test to have information about their level of
English at the beginning of the immersion
course. Moreover, a small group of five English
teachers who were teaching during the
immersion course also participated, they are
professionals with a BA in Language Teaching
and some years of experience, however it was
their first time teaching an immersion course for
preparing students for a bilingual program.
Carrying out a research may involve
working with two paradigms; quantitative and
qualitative, and while the first is more oriented
to the scientific tradition, it is the second which
is reflective or experiential in nature (Davies &
Hughes, 2014). There are many attempts at
defining what qualitative research is, however it
is not a definition what look for in this study but
the characteristics that may help the researcher
achieve the goals mentioned above. The
objective of this research is not to obtain
statistics or figures of grades or frequency of
opinions at the end of the study, instead, it
intends to have a better picture of the phenomena
occurring in specific language classrooms in the
university and hopefully identify new issues for
further studies. Although a qualitative paradigm
is used throughout the research, some
procedures were used to gather quantitative data
such as questionnaires and their analysis.
Prior the start of the immersion course,
the institution required the students present an
entrance exam to know the level of English
proficiency they had. Such exam measured their
level up to an A2 level. At the end of the course
a final exam (also an A2 exam) was applied to
have information about the progression of the
students’ English level. In this study such data
will be used to have a clearer view of the
students’ context. Social research is not limited
to the use of qualitative procedures, other
techniques such as surveys provide quantitative
data related to people’s beliefs or opinions as in
the case of written questionnaires or formal
interviews which gather information on the
backgrounds, behaviors, beliefs, or attitudes
(Neuman 2014).
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For this reason, although this
ethnographic research relies on a qualitative
paradigm, a qualitative tool was used as the first
tool to obtain data. The questionnaires followed
a Likert scale format which is a common rating
format for surveys to identify the underlying
continuous variable that may show the
respondents’ opinions and attitudes (Allen &
Seaman, 2007).
The first step taken to collect data was
applying a ten-item, questionnaire which
included nine multiple choice questions and one
open question to sixty-five students.). These
students belonged to one group of the Industrial
Maintenance program, one from International
Trade program and one from the Information
Technologies program. This in order to have a
sample of students from each program although
the questionnaire was anonymous and did not
ask the name of the program they belonged to for
avoiding any potential risk of the students nor
answering honestly if their identity was made
public. In spite of being designed in English, the
questionnaire was printed and distributed in
Spanish due to the fact that the students do not
possess an advanced level of English and this
could limit their participation in the case some
questions were not fully understood.
In order to complement the information
obtained from the interviews, some interviews
were conducted among students and teachers
since through conversations the researcher can
have access to what people hear, experience and
how they feel about the world in their own words
and it is useful in this study for the reason that
Kvale (1996) states: ‘the qualitative research
interview attempts to understand the world from
the subjects’ points of view, to unfold the
meaning of peoples’ experiences, to uncover
their loved world prior to scientific
explanations’.
The format chosen for this study was
semi-structured because it was based on the
questionnaire previously answered with the
purpose of obtaining more detailed information
from the participants in their own words. After
the initial questionnaire was answered a total of
ten participants – five students and five teachers
- were asked to volunteer to do an interview
which was audio recorded to be analyzed later.
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The researcher did not participate as a
teacher or worked with the groups in any form
during this stage, the first contact with the
students was when the class observations, the
application of questionnaires and interviews
took place.
While
gathering
data
through
questionnaires and interviews gave the
researcher information about how students and
teachers experience the immersion program and
their feelings towards it, the researcher
considered it important to see the classwork to
be able to match what was expressed
individually to the group dynamics. Observation
are commonly done using notepads, a laptop,
audio recorders and in some cases, photographs,
however, regardless of the tool chosen for
collecting information the methodological
model is the same, what is seen and heard has to
be quickly recorded and organized in a way that
makes sense to the researcher. It is important to
be aware that by doing this the exercise becomes
a personal interpretation and, as a consequence,
there is the risk of introducing a powerful bias
especially if the researcher has strong
preconceptions (Davies and Hughes, 2014).
The purpose for doing observations was
to validate and enrich the data obtained from the
questionnaires and interviews and in order to
obtain more data related to the attitudes of the
students and teachers. In order to do this two
classes of the immersion program for students
who need to reach the level A2 were observed.
The researcher did not participate in class during
the observations.
Results
Prior to the start of the immersion course all the
students presented an entrance test to know their
level of language proficiency and compare it to
their level at the end of the program. Both exams
applied are exams designed to measure language
skills at an A2 level.
Although the results of the final exam
show a tendency of students’ improvement in the
performance of an A2 exam these results are not
100% reliable since both the entrance exam and
the final exam were different and elaborated by
a different company. Some students mentioned
this situation in their interviews as an element
that contributed to a change in their attitude.
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In the first chart, forty-six participants
declared their expectations had changed and
gave a number of reasons that are shown in bar
graph 1; the reason mentioned the most was that
English was necessary for their studies and
future career plans as well as two other reasons
such as that they are aware that they increased
their knowledge of the language and also that
they considered it hard. The next most popular
commentaries were three; first, the students
stated that their expectations changed because
they did not know the curricula of the programs
they chose; second, the program was different to
what they expected and finally they mentioned
that the time assigned for achieving the
objectives of the immersion course was short.
Other comments were related to the fact
that some students changed their expectations
because they originally thought only Spanish
was necessary to have a good professional
formation, however during the course they
realized English was also important for reaching
such
goal.
Finally,
other
individual
commentaries were also mentioned as reasons
such as the program being easier than expected,
the chance for knowing the curriculum better,
the satisfaction of having more effective study
habits and the strong affinity towards the
bilingual program which would make this
student re-enroll next year in case of failing to
achieve the objectives.

It is important to note that not all students
elaborated on the reason for stating that their
expectations did not change, however most of
the students responded that they knew the
characteristics of the program, as a result, the
immersion course and its requirements were not
a surprise for them and were ready to face the
challenges. Other students mentioned that they
considered learning English an important part of
their professional development and finally, other
participants commented they expected the
course to be difficult and they also were aware
they needed to study harder.
Reasons why students' expectations did not
change
Reasons expressed by
participants

Questionnaire results are displayed
below in two charts that include the answers
grouped into a common idea (bar graph 1).

They knew the…
Need to learn more
It was necessary
It was hard
0

2

4

6

8

Number of times mentioned

Graph 2

According to the results, the researcher
implies the majority of students mentioned their
expectations had changed because of inaccurate
expectations they had towards the immersion
program or the use of the language after the
course; only few students reported being aware
of what was expected from them. This may
suggest it is important to set clear objectives
from the beginning to help students focus on
what they need in order to achieve such
objectives.

Reasons expressed by participants

Reasons why students' expectations change

Would come back even in the case of failing
The program is easier than expected
Knows the curricula
Doesn't know the curriculum
Has changed his study habits
The program is different to what was previouly…
Now knows more of the language
Thought only Spanish was necessary, but now…
The time was short
It was necessary
It was hard
0

5

10

15

Number of times mentioned

Graph 1

The second chart (bar graph 2),
organized into four main categories, shows the
comments of the 19 participants who said their
expectations did not change after the immersion
course.
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Finally, although the results obtained in
the questionnaires helped the researcher have a
clearer idea of the attitudes and experiences of
both students and teachers towards the
immersion programs they are not conclusive in
the sense that it is necessary to know more about
the reasons behind their answers. A semistructured interview was used to obtain the
qualitative data as it was previously mentioned.
Ten participants were interviewed, four teachers
and six students, all of them participants of the
immersion course. One of the most common
comments during the interviews were the
rejection many students had towards English,
some interviewees mentioned that they knew
some students who were not interested in
learning the language for a number of different
reasons: they were not interested in the program.
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The objectives of the program did not
match their personal objectives or their past
experiences learning the language were not
satisfactory nor productive.
Some of the teachers interviewed
mentioned that students who were less interested
in learning the language used Spanish regularly
during classes even when asked to use English
for basic functions such as asking for the
meaning of unknown vocabulary or permission
to go to the restrooms.
Although students were facing different
difficulties throughout the course there were
comments that the groups were friendly and
generally helped each other for doing homework
or to clarify doubts; however, being too close, in
some cases, lead to problems such as organizing
parties during the week affecting their
performance during the course since these
students started to skip classes and miss
deadlines. Some participants mentioned this was
closely related to alcoholism and also mentioned
this had a negative impact on students’
performance.

Some of the teachers coincided on this
matter by stating that, according to their
experience, many students prefer not to be
involved in class dynamics. This suggests that
there are students in the immersion program that
do not participate because they prefer to “save
face” instead of making a mistake in front of the
group. The researcher considers there is work to
be done related to creating a relaxed atmosphere
during the immersion course were all students
feel confident and safe to participate to develop
their language skills because in later trimesters
the demands will be higher and these students
may be left behind by the more advanced
students.
One student mentioned during the
interview that he had always had a problem in
which he becomes very nervous before an
examination and he felt this had a negative
impact on his test result; he mentioned that he
considers that since many students experience
this in class, in presentations and during exams
teachers think their level is lower but they are
confident they know more although ignoring the
causes of that.

It was also mentioned that some students
talked to the teachers about their will of not
participating during the class either when asked
why they did not want to participate or
mentioned this to avoid being asked. One teacher
mentioned that, based on his experience in the
group he considered the students were afraid of
speaking because they did not want to ‘lose
face’; he mentioned:

Students and teachers commented they
were aware of some students who achieved the
desired level due to the fact that they were
disciplined and organized regardless of their
place of origin. It was noted that students tended
to be quieter when spoken to only in English, and
more open and participative when they have the
chance to speak in Spanish as one participant
mentioned:

“…when they know automatically want
to participate, then the guys at the front say ‘ I
know it, I know it, I want to pass! two or three
times, no, now it’s the time for the people in the
back and there were three or four who never
wanted to participate”.

“Sometimes they don’t want to
participate because they don’t like it or because
they are afraid to speak or learn it for fear of
being laughed at or because they are lazy”

Participants commented they have
observed this behavior and other problems
related to self-esteem especially in students from
small communities near cities.
The interviewees gave examples of some
students whose self-esteem was low and
preferred not to participate to avoid making a
mistake in front of their classmates and being
ridiculed. Arnold (2000) mentions that “our selfimage becomes more vulnerable when our
expression is reduced to infantilized levels. This
situation inevitably leads to anxiety.”
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Based on this data the researcher
considers these characteristics of some students
represent a difficulty to achieve the objectives of
the program since the students need to be
involved during the course. One of the
participants commented he had difficulty paying
attention to the classes because some of his
classmates were not interested and talked during
class making it difficult for the others to
concentrate, besides the small classroom did not
allow him to move to another side of the
classroom away from the distractors.
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One mentioned he considered himself
autonomous since he regularly tried to work on
his own at home but had difficulty finding
appropriate material, he mentioned he could
work on his grammar and writing but could not
find listening exercises that help him develop.
Based on experience the researcher finds this
common; teachers most of the times are
concentrated on covering the syllabus and rarely
dedicate time to teach students skills to find the
correct material according to their level which
would leave them without a sense of
achievement.
When asked about their opinions about
how feasible it is for the students to achieve the
desired level to start the program (A2) the
participants commented that they believe such
objective is attainable, however they are aware
some factors would represent obstacles to reach
the desired level; too many hours at school, tight
deadlines, tutoring sessions in the afternoon
besides household duties for those who come
from other places and moved to the city. This
leaves them with not enough time to rest and try
to work on their language development in an
autonomous form. The participants also
mentioned that most of the students enrolled in
the university felt excited in the beginning and
during the first weeks were determined, this
resulted in high attendance and participation but
they started to feel tired during the following
weeks for the reasons mentioned before and their
initial motivation began to decrease; they noted
that although most of the students felt tired they
were still interested in the immersion course.
The data gathered shows evidence that
academic stress influenced the attitudes of
students during the immersion course as some
students mentioned:
“We are not used to pressure. It depends on the
person… pressure can be something that pushes
you to go after your objectives. Young people are
used to obtain everything fast, like for example
you need something, you go to Google and you
can download anything”

This evidence may suggest stress is one
if the main factors affecting students’
performance and one of the most common in
schools as Misra (2000:41) claims: ‘Students
report experiencing academic stress at
predictable times each semester with the greatest
sources of academic stress resulting from taking
and studying for exams, grade competition and
the large amount of content to master in a small
amount of time”. In the author’s opinion it is of
utmost importance to consider the factors that
are causing academic stress in the students of the
immersion programs in the institution to help
them achieve the desired objectives.
Although the results of the questionnaire
and the answers of the interview showed that
students felt they acquired enough knowledge
about the language to start the programs they
also mentioned they felt afraid of not increasing
their level in the upcoming trimesters. The
students interviewed knew the curriculum of the
programs they chose and were aware that the
number of subjects they would study in English
would increase each trimester, for this reason
they mentioned they felt their current level of
English would not be enough. Another concern
they mentioned was that they felt the time they
had to achieve the level required at the end of the
program might not be enough based on the
amount of hours they spent to reach the A2 level
and taking into consideration that they would
have less hours of language instruction per week.
Also, during the interviews the
researcher asked the students how much effort
they thought their classmates were putting to
achieve the same objectives and they mentioned
that they considered many of their classmates
were not making the necessary effort to do so.
They mentioned they could observe that because
some students were not interested in the class
and listed some negative attitudes these students
had towards the class such as: not paying
attention to the teachers, talking to others during
the presentation of topics, using the cellphone
during class, not doing classwork or not handing
in assignments.

“(The course) finishes late and it is tiring
when we go out. I would have more time to do
homework, there is not enough time. Even some
classmates that come to classes in the afternoon
go out late and they don’t have time, some of
them travel. I guess I would have more time to
rest and do my homework.

Different participants coincided with the
idea that an event that occurred during the
second half of the trimester might have caused a
notorious decline in some students’ motivation
and attitudes towards the program.
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According to the interviewees such event
consisted on the following: at the beginning of
the course, the students were informed they had
to pass the A2 exam at the end of the course to
be able to enroll to the first trimester of the
program chosen, however they were informed
later that those who did not pass the exam would
be able to enroll in the monolingual program
located at a different campus. The participants
agreed that from that moment until the end of the
immersion course they could observe that the
students who were having difficulties with the
language stopped working in and outside the
classroom, although no details were asked about
these students’ identities the researcher was able
observe students from two different classrooms
who were not interested in the classes.
As a summary, according to the evidence
it is possible to mention that there are a number
of variables that affected the students’ attitudes
towards learning English, for instance: selfesteem, the amount of work and stress caused by
school activities, and the changes in the school
program. These situations seem particular of this
university since it defines the profile of the
students; also, because the students’ response to
these situations also vary it is important to be
aware of the students’ profile to anticipate any
type of problems related to attitudes.
Other topics mentioned during the
interviews were the reasons the students had for
studying in the Technological University of
Gutierrez Zamora were varied, they cited their
own reasons as well as the others’ reasons which
helped them to decide to course a bilingual
program in the university. The most mentioned
reason was that students were interested in the
bilingual programs because studying in a
university which uses this model represents an
opportunity for them to continue their studies
abroad and it would give them the chance to get
training or get a job in another country. Students
who enrolled in the university for this purpose
considered the university as their first option;
however, others enrolled because they could not
get a place in the university they chose first, one
participant mentioned this was the case of a
student who wanted to study medicine but since
he could not enroll in that program he decided to
try one of the bilingual programs, at the end of
the immersion course this student decided not to
continue.
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This was not an isolated case, the
participants mentioned, most of the students that
seemed demotivated either enrolled in a
traditional monolingual program or decided to
look for a different university at the end of the
immersion course. In spite of the situations
mentioned previously, other participants
mentioned many of their classmates chose one of
the bilingual programs as their first option.
On the other hand, the participants also
mentioned reasons why their classmates decided
not to continue studying in the bilingual model,
some cited the difficulty learning the language
had represented to them and decided to avoid
this problem in the future and study in another
university where English is not required. Also, it
was mentioned that some students who quit
heard from other sources that learning English
took many years in other schools and were
disappointed when they knew they had to put an
extra effort to achieve this in less time. Finally,
the participants mentioned the case of some
students that opted for finding another university
due to family pressures. This data shows there
were factors that affected their decisions that
could not be controlled by the institution even if
the student demonstrates being able to study in a
bilingual model. The researcher considers the
information about bilingual programs is
complex and new in our Mexican context
therefore it should be presented clearly to avoid
students being disappointed during the program.
It was mentioned earlier that some
students had difficulties finding time to do house
and school activities after classes, during the
interviews the participants added that some
students already had a family and sometimes had
a part-time job and these personal factors lead to
these students feeling tired and with not enough
time to dedicate to their studies. The participants
mentioned this had a negative impact since these
students cannot go to tutoring sessions in the
afternoons nor look for help in case they need to
work extra on a difficult topic. It is important to
mention that the interviews revealed that a high
number of students had difficulties attending
classes and doing their assignments because of
problems related to addictions, especially
alcoholism. They mentioned that it is a common
problem of students who come from other cities
and live with friends. In the researcher’s opinion,
the students’ personal problems represent a
threat to the objectives of both the institution and
the students since are not commonly discussed.
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During the interview the researcher also
obtained information related to the students’
performance in the final exam. The participants
mentioned some characteristics they observed of
those students who obtained the A2 level and
some of those who did not obtain it. They
mention most of the students who achieved the
level had been consistently receiving good
marks in their assignments and during the mock
tests, on the other hand, most of the students who
did not reach the level were students who had
had attitude or personal problems during the
course; they also mentioned isolated cases of
students who were overconfident and did not
prepare for the examination and failed as a
consequence in spite of being aware they had the
necessary abilities to pass the exam. Finally, one
of the participants mentioned being nervous
before the final exam and as a result, he failed to
achieve the A2 level, this was disappointing
because this student mentioned he had studied
English before and felt he did not have to put
much effort into reaching the objective.
The comments above have a close
relation to the attitudes of the students, however,
this time in terms of an overconfidence that
affected the outcome of the exams. In the
opinion the researcher this brings more evidence
towards being clearer at the beginning of the
immersion course about what students should
expect from the bilingual program.
The participants expressed different
concerns related to the course objectives,
especially when comparing them to the duration
of the program how feasible it is to achieve the
goals established. The most repeated
commentary was that although the immersion
course is productive, the number of daily hours
dedicated to study the language (5 to 8) is too
high and leads to tiredness from the students who
get frustrated when they find it difficult to
concentrate during the last hours of class.
Participants commented the following:
“Eight hours of English everyday… the
brain gets tired after two hours”

These opinions are related to the
attention span students have as Barnes et Al
(2007) mention about recent generations of
young adults called Net Geners.
It is important for educators to
understand that, at least sometimes, when Net
Geners complain that a particular subject seems
unnecessary, they may not be expressing a lack
of interest. Rather, the range of activities
demanding the time and attention of young
people may make them less patient with lessons
that do not directly apply to their chosen careers.
Multitasking, Net Geners claim, simply helps
them get everything done. Whatever the
motivation, educators must contend with the fact
that multitasking is a way of life for many of
today's students.
While the participants mention the time
they spent at school made them feel tired the
literature suggests there is a generation gap that
teachers need to be aware of. In the researcher’s
opinion this does not mean that language courses
need to be shorter but that all participants need
to consider the characteristics of the people
involved in the immersion course to plan the
curricula according to their need taking into
consideration factors such as the time inside the
classroom and the characteristics of new
generations as well as their attention span.
Another frequent comment that was shared by
students and teachers was that the difficulty of
achieving the A2 level in four months makes
them question the possibility of reaching such
objective in what they consider a short period of
time. These opinions were also mentioned when
related to the objective of reaching a higher level
at the end of the two-year programs.
All participants agreed with the idea that
the objectives of reaching the A2 level at the end
of the immersion course and obtaining a higher
level at the end of the program were possible
with discipline and hard work, nevertheless the
duration of the course and the program
respectively is too short and can be a major
factor for not achieving the goals.

“Students are here in the classroom but
their minds are somewhere else. I don’t see the
point that they are here eight hours a day even if
we play games or videos… even so, two hours
are more than enough, it’s tiring for the teacher
and for the student”.

The teachers also commented that they
felt it was normal to have students who are
interested in studying a professional degree but
not interested in learning a second language, thus
the lack of motivation, the negative attitudes
towards English and a certain dropout rate was
expected.
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Finally, although most of the students
interviewed mentioned they felt their level of
English was satisfactory to start the bilingual
program, some of them commented they did not
feel confident about their command of the
language to take classes in English.

In the opinion of the researcher this is a
common commentary from teachers in Mexico
and not only in the area of the Technological
University. Much work is needed to improve
language teaching across all levels from
elementary to high school.

When asked about how the course
developed, the participants shared their thoughts
about how the immersion course was planned
and expressed that they considered the form the
information was given might have had a
negative impact in the students. They mentioned
that there was an induction session were they
were explained the characteristics of the
bilingual model along with the details about
costs, examinations, materials and enrollment
options, however, most of them changed during
the immersion program. The interviewees
mentioned many students felt increasingly upset
by that situation but decided to finish the
immersion course. The participants stated those
continuous changes in the course structure
contributed to a change in the students’ attitudes
as well as changes that could be observed when
the students stopped being concerned about the
consequences of not working inside and outside
the classroom.

Observation Results

A key point in this discussion is related
to curricular development and program
implementation. Both should take into account
teachers and researchers to follow a bottom-up
approach instead of top-down when developing
the programs to avoid making decisions based
on other but academic interests as Cummins and
Davison in Davies (2009) claim: “Policies and
practices relating to ELT are, unfortunately, just
as likely to be motivated by political pressure
backed up by plausible but flawed assumptions
as they are by research and careful evaluation of
alternative options”.
Participants interviewed also expressed
their concerns about the lack of organization in
the programs for learning English in Mexico,
this is according to the participants, programs in
secondary school and high school start with
A1contents and a consequence the students
arrive at university levels with preconceptions
about the language which are difficult to change,
for example, excessive use of traditional
methods, teachers with no professional training
and materials designed for students who do not
share the cultural background of Mexican
students.
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Class observations were carried out in two
classrooms of students who needed to achieve an
A2 level. The researcher could observe that
some students were not interested in the class
because, in some cases, they did not have their
material, in others were not paying attention to
the instructions, were talking to others ignoring
the activities to do and in some cases, some
students seemed sleepy. This supports the
comments made by teachers and students who
stated that a small percentage of students were
not interested in learning the language during the
immersion course. The teacher tried to engage
those students in the activities but they seemed
reluctant to make an effort to do the activities;
besides, in the moments when the teacher
walked around the classroom monitoring and
giving feedback on students’ work the less
interested students used this time to talk among
themselves taking advantage of the teacher’s
distraction.
Based on the data gathered during the
observations the researcher can mention that the
conditions of the classrooms and the activities
done inside the classroom were not a necessarily
a factor that could affect students and teachers’
attitudes during the immersion course. The
university had the necessary infrastructure to
achieve the goals established. On the other hand,
the researcher could observe some students who
showed their lack of interest for learning the
language as well as some students who were
actively engaged in the classroom activities.
Conclusions
The main objective of the research was to study
the attitudes and experiences of students and
teachers during the immersion course that
precedes the first trimester of the new bilingual
programs in the Technological University of
Gutierrez Zamora. To study this, data from the
entrance exam was gathered to compare it to the
final examination results; this showed an
improvement in the marks obtained by the
students which represented the effectiveness of
the course in terms of language development.
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Then a questionnaire was applied to have
an overview of the attitudes and experiences of
students during the immersion course. Since this
tool showed quantitative results it was necessary
to make interviews to analyze qualitative data.
Finally, some observations were carried out to
validate the data from the previous steps. The
data gathered suggested that students and
teachers generally have a positive and optimistic
view about the immersion course and about the
bilingual programs, however there were a
number of factors that affected the students’
motivation and hence, attitudes. These factors
included the characteristics of the students from
the region, the personal motivations to study
English, their reasons for enrolling in a bilingual
program and the course planning and
implementation.

Suggestions for Further Research

Implications for Students and Teachers

Ananyeva, M. (2013) A Learning Curriculum:
Toward Student-Driven Pedagogy in the
Context of Adult English for Academic
Purposes, English for Specific Purposes, and
Workplace English Programs. TESOL Journal.
Volume 5, Issue 1, Version of Record online: 24
JAN 2013

Students would benefit from being more
conscious of their reasons to study a certain
program to avoid disappointments during their
studies and ultimately spending time on
something they will not finish. Teachers and
school authorities, on the other hand, need to be
aware of the students’ characteristics and needs
since programs designed for being used across
Mexico may not work as effectively with
students from the region. Also, teachers and
authorities should work together on course
design to help students have a clearer view of
their studies and their expectations from the
moment they enroll to the moment they
graduate.

This researcher has showed experiences of a
sample group of students and teachers, further
research would benefit from having a larger
group of participants of the immersion courses
as well as students and teachers of the following
trimesters of the bilingual program in order to
have a more complete view about how the
programs are achieving their objectives.
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Resumen

Abstract

El proceso de enseñanza - aprendizaje que puede
implementarse en una institución de Educación Superior
para que un estudiante asimile los conocimientos y
habilidades necesarios para el uso y dominio de un
software tan comúnmente utilizado como es la hoja de
cálculo Excel, debe considerar el uso de técnicas,
estrategias y metodologías particulares si se trata de
desarrollar competencias para el manejo de este software
a nivel medio y avanzado. Esta investigación presenta los
resultados obtenidos al haber utilizado como herramienta
estratégica la plataforma virtual Edmodo dentro del curso
de Informática II para el Programa Educativo de
Contaduría, a fin de que el estudiante adquiera por un lado
los conocimientos necesarios para el manejo del software
mencionado, el desarrollo de habilidades digitales, la
motivación hacia el aprendizaje, el fomento hacia la
responsabilidad y proactividad para el estudio, así como la
adquisición de hábitos distintos a los que puede desarrollar
sin una tecnología de información como ésta.

The teaching - learning process that can be implemented
in a Higher Education institution for a student to assimilate
the knowledge and skills necessary for the use and mastery
of a software as commonly used as the Excel spreadsheet,
should consider the use of techniques , strategies and
particular methodologies if it is to develop skills for the
management of this software at medium and advanced
level. This research presents the results obtained having
used as a strategic tool the virtual platform Edmodo within
the course of Computer Science II for the Accounting
Education Program, so that the student acquires on one
hand the necessary knowledge for the management of the
mentioned software, the development of digital skills, the
motivation to learn, the promotion of responsibility and
proactivity for the study, as well as the acquisition of
different habits to those that can develop without an
information technology like this.

Excel, Edmodo, Habilidad Digital

Excel, Edmodo, Digital Skill
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Introduction

Hypothesis

Edmodo is an application that allows
communication between teachers and students in
the courses as a social networking service based
on microblogging as a virtual private space in
which messages, tasks, documents, activities and
links can be facilitated, facilitating the use of a
Classroom calendar, with homework, exams and
activities and manage them.

The use of the Edmodo educational platform as
a didactic tool, positively impacts on the learning
of advanced Excel in the students of 2nd
semester of the UTNA Accounting education
program, in addition to that it fosters in them the
development of digital skills, the motivation to
learn and his responsibility and proactivity for
the study.

In the Technological University of the
North of Aguascalientes (UTNA) and in the rest
of the State Technological Universities, the
premise is to reduce the technological lag,
moreover, to be at the forefront without losing
sight of the fact that the most important thing is
that the student obtains the knowledge, and in
this case a tool that is available for the entire
educational community is evaluated for free, it is
also a current project, necessary and in the words
of many people "very alive", which is constantly
evolving and that every day has more surprises
and improvements in its presentation and
functionality.

Goals
General Objective
Knowing the impact that the Edmodo
educational platform has on learning the Excel
spreadsheet for 2nd grade students. Semester of
the UTNA Accounting Education program, as
well as the development of their digital skills,
their motivation to learn, their responsibility and
proactivity for the study.
Specific objectives
–

Justification
This research paper responds to the need to know
to what extent the Edmodo educational platform
favors the learning of an application as used in
the educational Accounting program as Excel,
focusing mainly on the advanced use of it, an
aspect that is not Easy assimilation by students.
It is also sought, and in parallel to the
methodology used by the teacher, to know those
digital skills that can be developed with the use
of this platform, the motivation generated by
students in their use, as well as the responsibility
and proactivity for their studies university
students.

–
–

Know the impact that the Edmodo
educational platform has, its uses and
benefits in education, the digital skills
that are promoted with its use, the
motivation towards the learning that it
generates in the student, as well as the
responsibility and proactivity for the
study that It causes its use.
Identify the educational techniques,
strategies and methodologies used to
learn the Excel spreadsheet.
Implement the Edmodo educational
platform as a teaching tool for learning
the advanced Excel spreadsheet in the
Computer Science II course for the
Accounting program.

Problem

Theoretical framework

Students in the 2nd semester of the Accounting
program have the opportunity to learn how to use
the advanced functions of the Excel spreadsheet
within the Computing II course. Being more
complex issues to assimilate, there is a need to
use teaching techniques, strategies and
methodologies that facilitate the student's
understanding. By using the Edmodo
educational platform as an educational tool for
this purpose, it is desired to know the impact it
has on the learning and advanced management
of the spreadsheet by students.

The incorporation of Web 2.0 applications in
training processes involves adding new
communication styles, roles, forms of
intervention, scenarios and a wide range of
activities, which, in turn, require meeting a series
of educational challenges; therefore, it is
necessary for universities to assume the
challenges that these tools represent within
integrative approaches, that seek to create better
educational spaces for exchange and training
activity, and take advantage of the network
potential (SCOPEO, 2009).
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Web 2.0 tools can be used with a
competitive advantage to work collaboratively,
since they are free and accessible platforms,
which favor the motivation and interest of
students when looking for strategies that benefit
their learning (Islands & Carranza , 2011).

Edmodo is a free social learning platform
that offers students access to the content of
courses presented by teachers. With Edmodo,
students and teachers can communicate with
each other and connect by sharing useful ideas,
problems and advice (Cauley, 2012).

The new technologies collaborate
decisively in the adoption of the new educational
model. According to Pérez, Rojas and Paulí,
(2008, cited by Chamizo, 2013), there is greater
wealth in the learning process with the use of
new tools (platforms, forums, Edmodo,
Facebook) providing common challenges,
greater motivation for learning and the
promotion of collaborative work.

Regarding educational activities, it offers
a more interactive learning environment that
makes students more interested in the class,
more motivated to complete the assigned tasks
and have better test results (Looi and Yusop,
2011; Enriquez, 2014).

Thus, it can be affirmed that teaching and
learning from virtuality is a highly qualified
means for the education of the immediate future,
not only as a formative space, but as a social
process of personalized and collaborative
learning, with a teaching action that aims to
satisfy the needs and interests of the group of
students in the search for the development of
their abilities through their interaction with the
virtual context.
All this, through mutual support and
collaboration, coupled with a climate of
freedom, tolerance and care in which students
live and experience that the educator is also
educated, which leads to generate the autonomy
and personal independence of the learner, so that
it can transform its environment in an active way
and according to the advances that society
presents. This, then, would be the reflection of a
proactive, cooperative and dynamic virtual
teaching and learning that seeks the educational
transformation that the current social context
needs. Remember that you teach to learn and
learn to teach (Perdomo & Perdomo, 2012).
The use of tools can be enhanced as long
as the teacher applies a methodology suitable for
their respective use, which is why we talk about
microblogs and specifically, the Edmodo tool
since they are spaces willing to be used virtually.
To make good use of these instruments,
applications related to microblogging, and the
“Edmodo” network that is designed for
educational purposes should be known, these
learning environments focus on facilitating
student communication between groups and
foster collective responsibility (Corrales &
González, 2015).
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Edmodo favors written production,
information processing, collaborative work and
self-management, the development of autonomy
in the use of diverse tools and the revitalization
of the teacher-student relationship. It has three
functions in the learning process, the
replacement function, the intermediary function
and the complement function. In the replacement
function, you can replace class hours that cannot
be done in a classroom for different reasons.
In the role of intermediary, it can be used
as a means to establish more open
communication with the other members of the
group and with the teacher in charge, as it
facilitates the expression of students and fluency
when exchanging opinions improving their
degree of communication. And finally in the role
of Edmodo as a complement, the teacher uses the
tasks and functions of the tests in Edmodo to
assign tasks and exams to the students, so they
can be more independent in learning. [Motteram
2013].
The application is quite intuitive and
organizes the groups, data, assignments and
notes in a structured way, becoming the perfect
learning management system (Learning
Management System, LMS). The possibility of
sending and receiving messages at all times
enables collaborative and social advantages. The
teacher has absolute control of the messages.
The teacher has a tool that considerably
improves the attention to their different groups,
with instant exchange of information and
personalized attention in each assignment. The
student receives feedback regarding their
homework with their grades and rewards
(medals or badges) that are a motivating element
(Sáez, 2013).
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Research Methodology
The preparation of this project was carried out in
approximately 4 months by the professors of the
Academic Body of Information Technology of
the UTNA belonging to the Academy of
Informatics, in collaboration with a couple of
other professors, from Bodies Academics
external to the university, one belonging to the
UT of Aguascalientes and the other to the
Academic Corps of the UT of Calvillo.
This research was conducted during the
course of the Computer Science II course for
students of the UTNA Accounting Education
program. The first unit of the course proposes the
theme of “Hello Advanced Electronics” where
contents of a more complex level are treated with
respect to those seen by students in the course of
Computer Science I. For this reason, a learning
environment was built in the Edmodo
educational platform in which it would allow the
student to take advantage of the benefits and
potential of the tool for the benefit of their
learning. Among these benefits, which were
already mentioned in the “Theoretical
Framework” section of this document, the
following stand out:
–

–

–

Opportunity to view, save and follow up
on each and every one of the advanced
topics of the Spreadsheet during the
whole time of the course, in order to be
able to consult them as many times as
desired.
Consult and give a timely response to
the Assignments (Tasks) carried out
throughout the course, having the
opportunity to be able to review your
instructions permanently in order to
send the activities carried out in each of
the Advanced Excel practices in a timely
manner.
Receive the qualifications and feedback
of the teacher in a timely manner, with
the benefit of being able to communicate
directly with him through the platform
to clarify any doubts about it.

In order to know the impact that the use
of the Edmodo educational platform had on the
learning of the Excel spreadsheet of the 2nd
grade students.

During the four months of the UTNA
Accounting Education program, a quantitative
approach was used for this research, applying a
questionnaire that allowed a quick view of the
students' perception regarding the handling of
this tool used to facilitate their understanding
and assimilation of The themes of this course
unit. With the application of this instrument, in
addition, there was the opportunity to assess the
development of some digital skills acquired
when using the computer, the motivation
generated in the student for learning the
electronic sheet, in addition to analyzing other
intrinsic values within This process, such as the
promotion of the student's responsibility to
monitor the content of the subject on their own,
generating a more proactive attitude towards the
study of this subject.
With a sample made up of 34% of men
and 66% of women, the questionnaire was
solved by a non-probabilistic and intentional
sample of 64 students of the Accounting
Education program distributed as follows: 21 of
the CON2A Group, 22 of the Group CON2B and
21 of the CON2C Group. This questionnaire is
presented below:
Please answer the following questions
based on your experience in learning the
Microsoft Excel tool (Medium / Advanced
Level), in the Computer Science II course during
the four-month period January-April 2019,
which was supported with the use of the platform
virtual learning Edmodo.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The structure and organization with
which the notes and practices on Excel
were published in Edmodo helped to
better understand each of the topics.
The
platform
allowed
me
to
communicate constantly with the teacher
and my classmates to express my doubts
related to the handling of Excel, the
realization of the practices, as well as the
evaluation and feedback of each of the
topics.
Edmodo allowed me to deliver my Excel
practices easily, with the opportunity to
keep track of my portfolio of activities.
Having learned Excel through the
Edmodo tool was attractive, interesting,
useful and motivating.
Learning with the help of the Edmodo
platform allowed me to improve my
academic results in the Computer course.
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6.

7.
8.

The Edmodo platform is compatible with
my study habits, which allowed me to
better organize my course learning
activities.
The use of Edmodo helped to develop my
experience and management of Excel.
The Edmodo platform allowed me to be
proactive and responsible for my
teaching-learning process

The scale used focused on the values:
Nothing, Little, Pretty and Much, and the final
version of the questionnaire can be found at the
link: https://forms.gle/eE8cuA84568n8zhS9

Nada
37.5%
62.5%

Poco
Bastante
Mucho

Figure 4. Having learned Excel through the Edmodo tool
I found it attractive, interesting, useful and motivating

1.6%

Nada
35.9%

62.5%

Poco
Bastante
Mucho

Results
Once the previous questionnaire has been
applied, the results obtained by each of the
approaches are presented below:

Nada
35.9%

3.1%

Nada

Poco
Bastante

64.1%

Figure 5 Learning with the help of the Edmodo platform
allowed me to improve my academic results in the
Computer course

Poco
53.1%

43.8%

Mucho

Mucho

Figure 1 The structure and organization with which the
notes and practices on Excel were published in Edmodo
helped to better understand each of the topics

4.7%

Nada
Poco

45.3%

50.0%

Figure 6 The Edmodo platform is compatible with my
study habits, which allowed me to better organize my
course learning activities

1.6%
46.9%

75.0%

Poco
51.6%

Bastante

Mucho

Mucho
Figure 7 The use of Edmodo helped to develop my
experience and management of Excel

1.6%
54.7%

23.4%

Nada

Bastante

Figure 2 The platform allowed me to communicate
constantly with the teacher and my classmates to express
my doubts related to the handling of Excel, the realization
of the practices, as well as the evaluation and feedback of
each of the topics

1.6%

Bastante

Nada

Nada
43.8%

Poco
Bastante
Mucho

Poco
Bastante
Mucho

Figure 8 The Edmodo platform allowed me to be
proactive and responsible for my teaching-learning
process

Figure 3 Edmodo allowed me to deliver my Excel
practices easily, with the opportunity to keep track of my
portfolio of activities
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Analyzing each one of the previous
graphs, it is observed that the majority of the
answers expressed by the students are oriented
to a preference (highlighting the “Pretty” and
“Much” scales), in the study of the advanced
spreadsheet with the support of the Edmodo
educational tool.
Taking
advantage
of
Edmodo's
functionality to allow the student to easily
deliver their Excel practices and thus be able to
keep a record of their portfolio of activities, the
highest result obtained in the survey appears
with the “Much” scale with 75% (23.4 % on
“Pretty” scale). On the other hand, the
functionality of the tool to allow the student to
have constant communication with the teacher
and his classmates to express doubts related to
the handling of Excel and the realization of the
practices, as well as with respect to the
evaluation and feedback of the subjects, it was
the aspect that obtained the lowest preference on
the same scale, with a result of only 45.3% (50%
on the “Pretty” scale).
Three aspects that obtain a high result
equally on the “Much” scale are those related, on
the one hand, to the Edmodo feature of allowing
the publication of Excel notes and practices with
a structure and organization such that they
allowed the student better understand each of the
issues, obtaining a result of 64.1% (35.9% in
“Pretty” scale). On the other hand, and in a very
significant way for the purposes of this
investigation, it highlights the value on the same
scale of 62.5% (37.5% in “Pretty” scale), where
the student expresses that the learning of Excel
was attractive, interesting, useful and motivating
through the educational tool. Thirdly, and in the
same way with a result of 62.5% (35.9% in
“Pretty” scale), on this scale, the student states
that the use of Edmodo allowed him to improve
his academic results in the Computer course.

Finally, and within the few aspects that
the students gave a low percentage in “A lot”
scale in relation to the aforementioned, it was
related to the aspect where they state that
Edmodo contributed to develop their experience
and management of the sheet Excel advanced
calculation, with 46.9% (51.6% in “Pretty”
scale).
Conclusions
The implementation of an educational tool in the
teaching-learning process that supports and
strengthens student learning requires clearly
determining those aspects that always seek to
improve. With this research, it was possible to
study how the use of the Edmodo educational
platform positively impacts the learning of the
advanced Excel spreadsheet, as well as the way
in which the development of their digital skills is
encouraged, their motivation to learn, and
strengthening their responsibility and proactivity
for study. As could be seen in the results
obtained, the hypothesis raised at the beginning
of this investigation could be proven almost
entirely.
At the end of the investigation, there was
a quick vision of the students' perception
regarding the management of the Edmodo
platform for the understanding and assimilation
of each of the advanced Excel topics, which
allowed as a whole to see so clear results that
mark a very clear trend towards preference in its
use.
According to the aforementioned
perception given by the same 2nd grade students.
four-month period of the UTNA Accounting
Education Program in the use of the Edmodo
educational platform for learning the Excel
advanced spreadsheet, we can conclude the
following:

A couple of results that stand out because
more than half of the students give it a preference
on a “Much” scale with 53.1% (43.8% on a
“Pretty” scale), and 54.7% (43.8% on a scale
“Enough”), respectively, are those related to
Edmodo's compatibility with students' study
habits, which allows them to better organize
their course learning activities, as well as the
proactivity and responsibility that allowed them
to have this educational tool in its teachinglearning process.

–

Edmodo contributes to the student's
experience and management of the
advanced Excel spreadsheet.

–

Edmodo is compatible with the student's
study habits, allowing him to better
organize his course activities, as well as
to develop in him a greater responsibility
and proactivity towards the study.
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–

Edmodo helps the student to have better
academic results in the Computer
Science course, making Excel learning
attractive, interesting, useful and
motivating, through an organization and
structure of the online platform that
allows the student to better assimilate the
subjects of the subject.

–

Edmodo allows the student, to a large
extent, to easily deliver their Excel
practices, thereby keeping a better record
of their portfolio of activities.

–

Edmodo allows the student, to a lesser
extent but in an important way, to have
constant communication with the teacher
and his classmates to express doubts
related to the management of the
advanced spreadsheet, to the realization
of the practices, as well as to the
evaluation and topic feedback.

For all the aforementioned and
documented, it can be concluded that the
Edmodo educational tool is an excellent option
to use within the methodology, strategy and
technique used by the teacher for the teaching of
such a complex subject for students as it is the
study of the advanced Excel spreadsheet, and
can be applied in the same way in other subjects
of this and other curricula of the UTNA and
other institutions of higher education in the
country.
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Abstract

Resumen

Reading in foreign language is a difficult ability to foster
and a boring task for some students. That is why teachers
should look for attractive ways to promote it. The
objective of this research is to characterize students’
perceptions towards the use of a blended learning modality
to promote extensive reading, as well as to know if they
consider having meaningful reading comprehension when
working with it at the Bachelor of Teaching English at the
Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla. To analyze
this phenomenon, a cross-sectional quantitative study was
accomplished with a Likert-scale questionnaire and the
TOEFL examination test as instruments. The results
characterize the subjects’ perceptions as identifying the
blended learning modality like a suitable learning resource
to promote extensive reading as well as another
technology-based instructional delivery environment with
special attributes that empower meaning reading-learning
experiences since their tutor was available inside and
outside the classroom to help them in their extensive
reading process. Besides, they did extensive reading in
shorter periods for specific purposes like pleasure,
information, and general understanding. Finally, they
found that working in this modality promotes cognitive
processing if the tasks are pedagogically designed.

Leer en un idioma extranjero es una habilidad difícil de
fomentar y una tarea aburrida para algunos estudiantes.
Así, los maestros deben buscar formas atractivas para
promoverlo. El objetivo de esta investigación es
caracterizar las percepciones de los estudiantes en el uso
de la modalidad de aprendizaje mixto para promover la
lectura extensa, así como saber si consideran tener una
comprensión significativa cuando trabajan en esta
modalidad en la Licenciatura en Enseñanza de Inglés en la
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla. Para
analizar este fenómeno, se realizó un estudio cuantitativo
transversal con un cuestionario de escala Likert y examen
TOEFL como instrumento. Los resultados identificaron la
modalidad de aprendizaje mixto como un recurso de
aprendizaje adecuado para promover la lectura extensa y
un entorno de entrega de instrucción basado en la
tecnología con atributos especiales que fortalecen el
significado de las experiencias de lectura y aprendizaje,
pues su tutor estaba disponible dentro y fuera del aula para
ayudarles. También, se realizaron lecturas extensas en
períodos de tiempo cortos para fines específicos como
placer, información y comprensión general. Finalmente, se
encontró que esta modalidad promueve un procesamiento
cognitivo si las tareas están diseñadas pedagógicamente.

Extensive reading,
Meaningful learning

Lectura extensa, Modalidad de aprendizaje mixto,
Aprendizaje significativo

Blended

learning

modality,
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Introduction
Speaking foreign language like English is a
process that requires different skills to speakers,
such as oral, written, reading and listening
abilities, especially if they are non-natives and
are learning it as a foreign language. Besides, it
should be taken into account that one of the most
difficult skills to foster in a student is the reading
skill and of course, the reading comprehension
process since it requires not only to know
vocabulary or grammatical structures but also to
read between lines, code and decode what is
written and apprehend what was read. In
addition, knowing that extensive reading (ER) is
an active, interactive and intentional process,
teachers should take notice at the process in
order to motive students, first of all, to read and
later, do it extensively because in Mexico, the
percentage of reading in Spanish is low; then, in
English is even lower.
An example of this is the problem that is
been faced at the Bachelor of Teaching English
in the Faculty of Languages at the Benemerita
Universidad Autonoma de Puebla (BUAP)
where the percentage of practicing reading in
English (not necessarily academically) is low.
Additionally, students think in reading as a
boring-difficult process and experience the
necessity to develop strategies or innovative
ways to promote reading in attractive and
meaningful settings as well as extensive due to
their bachelor´s that demands them read
considerably.
Regarding this problem, during 2018 a
program was accomplished that have students
read in a blended learning (BL) modality to
encourage them to do extensive reading, focused
on academic texts. Now that it has been applied
for more than a year, it is crucial to know about
students’ perceptions towards this way of
reading and learning, so that some decisions
could be taken for the program.
Based on the previous information, the
objective of this research is to know if the use of
blended learning modality promotes extensive
reading based on students’ perceptions as well as
to know if they consider having a meaningful
reading comprehension when working with it at
the Bachelor in Teaching English at the
Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla.
Taking into account the objective, two research
questions arose:
ISSN 2444-4952
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Does blended learning modality promote
extensive reading?
Do subjects consider having meaningful
reading comprehension when working in a
blended learning modality?
According to the research questions, the
following hypothesis arose in this study:
H1: extensive reading is promoted in blended
learning modality according to students’
perceptions
H2: When working in a blended learning
modality to promote extensive reading, students
have meaningful reading comprehension.
The study is worthy to be carried out due
to these reasons:
It is convenient since it will be useful to
know what happens with the extensive reading
and the reading process by itself in a blended
modality, which is an updated way of education
in this century.
It is socially relevant in this time when in
Mexico, according to INEGI (2018) 73.1%
Mexicans read and 21.6% comprehend only half
of it.
Additionally, it will solve a practical
problem that is to promote the reading process as
well as the extensive reading in the Faculty of
Language at BUAP.
Theoretically, it will also contribute to
knowledge about the state of the art of reading
and the framework of each variable in this
specific context to characterize students’
perceptions, and the possible association
between variables to prove the hypotheses.
The present research is justified because it
tries to analyze a real problem. Besides, it will
help both students and teachers from that context
to understand the phenomena and take decisions
to solve the problem. Last but not least, it will
provide important information to the field so that
other teachers or researchers interested in this
research could apply, reply, refute or corroborate
it.
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Literature Review
For a long time, it has been said that reading
should be one of the fastest means of receiving
information and while this is true, it is also that
it is the most abandoned media in these times.
Much of this due to the difficulties that the
reading process itself implies and its
understanding for the reader. Moreover, trying to
develop extensive reading is even a heavier task
that both students and teachers must promote to
satisfy globalization demands and studies in
Higher education.
Before talking about extensive
reading, it is necessary to define reading
comprehension since to have extensive reading,
it is a must to understand what is been read.
Sánchez as cited in Banda (2019)
defines reading comprehension as a process that
occurs
through
the
assimilation
and
interpretation of the ideas that he extracts from
the text, generating new knowledge when related
to his previous knowledge.
Extensive reading
According to Day and Bamford (1998), ER in
foreign language learning can be traced back to
the 1920s. Then, it is not a new type of reading,
but it is still in progress to be developed in both
foreign language traditional and virtual
classrooms. Extensive reading involves reading
large quantities of material or longer readings for
general understanding. (Renandya and Jacobs,
2002).

These principles can be accomplished only
if some strategies for reading comprehension
and ER are used.
Strategies to develop extensive reading
Strategies are procedures used to regulate the
activity of the reader within the process of
reading comprehension, to the extent that its
application allows the selection, evaluation,
persistence or abandonment of certain actions to
achieve understanding in big quantities.
Furthermore, cognitive structures also
called thought patterns are mental processes that
the reader uses to understand information. The
level of reading comprehension depends a lot on
the previous knowledge on the part of the reader
and the non-visual information such as
semantics, syntax, morphology, lexicology,
coherence and cohesion, punctuation, and so on.
However, the use of strategies for reading
comprehension can help a lot in the
understanding of the visual information (text)
that is perceived by the eyes, since through the
great variety of strategies, the meaning of the
text is obtained and reading is understood,
resulting in a reader with a high degree of
comprehensive level in extensive reading.
On one side, taking into account Banda
(2019), cognitive strategies of perception,
attention, and memory during the pre-reading,
while reading and post-reading stages could be
adopted to flourish reading comprehension and
extensive reading too.

Widely accepted, there are ten essential
principles to foster ER in a foreign language
classroom (Day and Bamford, 2002):

On the other side, regarding McEwan
(2007), there are seven strategies of highly
effective readers, which can be used to
encourage extensive reading. They are:

1.
2.

Activating. Use prior knowledge to get
meaning from the text.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Easy reading material
Availability of enough different readings
in genres and topics
Freedom to select a book or reading
Read as much as possible
Read for pleasure, information, and
general understanding
The only reward is to read
Rapid reading process
Reading is silent and individual first, and
then, collaboratively shared
Teachers orient and guide their students.
Teachers are the reader´s model.
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Inferring. Do some assumptions based on
the reader’s prior knowledge and what it is
written in the text.
Monitoring-Clarifying. Understand what
is been read
Questioning. Establishing dialogues with
text (authors), classmates, and teachers
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Searching-Selecting. Search or share
information to clarify misunderstandings, solve
problems or gather information
Summarizing. Restating the meaning of
text by paraphrasing
Graphic
organizers.
representation of the knowledge.

Graphic

Besides, Day (2002) states that the
virtuous circle of good extensive readers is to
find strategies that allow them to understand
better, enjoy the reading process and read faster
and more in a flexible environment. Thus, the
BL modality could represent an option to
practice ER due to its flexible system to put in
practice the strategies described above and
promote reading not only in-class time but also
outside it. In the following lines, the BL will be
described.
Blended learning modality
Working with this modality is gaining growth in
Mexico since the Education is becoming spread
through either the distant or blended modality as
well as in other parts of the world.
Different
studies
mention
the
effectiveness and advantages of working with
BL modality to promote reading proficiency, ER
and important components in the leaning
process. For instance, Guzer and Caner (2014)
said that BL helped the education field to
develop motivation, critical and flexible thinking
and avoid abandoning school.
Garrison & Vaughan (2008) affirm that
BL promotes meaningful and worthy learning
experiences. Furthermore, Hew and Cheung
(2014) suggested that BL helps students to foster
communication among themselves since they
share information at any time thanks to the
asynchronous virtual space, which implies that
they develop cognitive strategies to understand
what they are reading.

Last but not least, Kengwee and Kidd
(2010, p. 6) claim that in online courses like BL,
the cognitive tasks require "responding to
questions; editing questions and responses;
thinking, reasoning, and analyzing information;
and helping students to engage in rehearing and
retrieving information in the process of
delivering online courses". Then, BL could be
considered as a medium to complement the
learning reading process, to solve doubts that
could not be done due to the available time, predesigned programs and lesson plans in onsite
sessions, to balance and continue developing
activities that contribute to the ER process that
demands the use of those cognitive strategies.
Extensive reading in a blended learning
modality
There is too much research that supports the
positive idea of practicing ER in the BL modality
due to its results, motivation and affordable cost.
At this point, Diel (2019) mentions that the
means of socialization of readings among
teenagers is digital. On one hand, according to
Elley (2000) who has accomplished studies of
ER for many years, claims that students who
read extensively for long periods, improve their
reading comprehension abilities by getting
meaningful comprehension.
Then, BL modality turns into a powerful
tool to do so since it let students to read at any
time a variety of texts as well as to share what
they read with others in the platform and prove
their understanding with the different tasks
where they have to put in practice some
strategies like activation, prediction, inference,
summary, graphic representation of their
knowledge, questioning and monitoring.
On the other hand, Grabe (2014)
indicates that there are some crucial elements to
engage students in extensive reading, which
match the advantages that BL learning provides
students when practicing reading.
They are:

Another crucial feature of working with
this modality is that it allows students to be
enrolled in a great variety of tasks for growing
their reading comprehension what could mean
that the BL can help students to develop ER
meaningfully (Arancon, Barcena and Arus,
2012; Alseweed, 2013).

1.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide many attractive reading
materials.
Provide time for free reading or SSR in
class.
Create many opportunities for all types
of reading, in class and out.
Have a good class library.
Read interesting material for students.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Find out what students like to read and
why.
Create ways to interest students in
reading topics.
Let students read magazines, comic
books, newspapers in class.
Talk about what you read and why that
material is interesting to you.
Have students share and recommend
reading material. (p.16)

Additionally, in order to have a successful and
meaningful reading comprehension as well as
ER program, it is necessary to involve both
students and teachers in the process, make ER
part of the teaching timetable, have an up-dated
variety of interesting materials at appropriate
levels and according to students’learning styles
and suitable ways to assess the reading process.
Taking into account the previous requirements,
Poon (2012, p. 144) states that BL “ensures a
good mix of methods which can suit the needs of
different learning styles and learning
preferences”. Then, BL could promote extensive
reading.

Besides, taking into account Hernández,
Fernandez and Baptista (2008) a quantitative
methodology was chosen so that through
quantitative results the research questions and
hypotheses could be proven to accurately
establish behavioral patterns in the sample.
Design
Talking about the design, this study was crosssectional because the questionnaire was applied
only once. However, the second instrument
(Toefl test) was applied twice to compare the
results between them and know if the students'
perceptions agreed with the students' reading
comprehension level and prove if extensive
reading is promoted in the blended learning
platform in a meaningful way.
Sample
The population was made of 30 subjects; then,
the whole population became the sample of the
study.
They shared characteristics like:

Methodology
Having in mind that in this study the subjects’
perception is going to be measured, it is
necessary to define it. According to Oviedo in
Remuzgo (2019), it is an essential process for
mental functioning that is related to other
functions such as learning, memory, and
thinking.
Then, to analyze this phenomenon, a
quantitative descriptive study was accomplished
with a Likert-scale questionnaire as an
instrument to know about students’ perceptions
towards the asseveration if blended learning
modality promotes extensive reading.
Respect to the second research question
that looks for if the subjects considered having
meaningful reading comprehension when
working in a blended learning modality to
promote extensive reading, a Toefl examination
was applied before and after working in a
blended learning modality since it was
considered that students’ perceptions are not
enough to prove if they get meaningful
comprehension. Then, a standard test was done
to have a valid parameter to prove the second
research question.
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All of them have taken English classes in
the Faculty of Languages, BUAP for one year
and a half and are in the same level of English.
They are enrolled in the blended learning
modality. The online sessions were in the
moodle platform 24 hours during seven days a
week and on-site sessions twice a week one hour
in each one respectively.
Instrument
To answer the two research questions and prove
the two hypotheses, two instruments were
applied. The former consists of a questionnaire
with a Likert scale of agreement with 10
dimensions and 30 items. (See table 1). It is
worthy to mention that its validity was done with
the SPSS software getting a bilaterally of 0.001.
The main objective of this instrument
was to look for information that confirms if the
blended learning modality promotes extensive
reading according to the students’ perceptions.
To do so, it was necessary to have items (in this
case three for each dimension. See Table 1) that
highlight first of all, if reading comprehension
was developed because there could not be
extensive
reading
without
reading
comprehension.
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Then, the questionnaire has four sections
and was designed regarding McEwan, 2007;
Martín in Banda, 2019, Day, 2004 who point out
that cognitive strategies, which are promoted in
a BL modality if the tasks are pedagogically
designed, enhance reading comprehension.
Indeed, if cognitive strategies are practicing
constantly during the reading act, they can foster
ER, the main objective of this research.
Section 1. It deals with the Cognitive
strategies of attention, perception, and memory
in Pre Reading to get ER in a BL modality.
Section 2. It figures out information
about the fostering of extensive reading in the
BL platform during the reading process by using
the cognitive strategies of attention, perception,
and memory.
Section 3. It shows students’ perceptions
about the use of cognitive strategies of attention,
perception, and memory after reading so that ER
could be developed in the BL modality.
Section 4. It inquires if students think that
the BL modality facilities the enhancement of
ER through its main characteristics like ER in
short periods with pleasure, variety of reading
genres, books, and tasks, and synchronous and
asynchronous virtual environment.
The latter was a Toefl test, a pre-designed
examination (only the reading comprehension
score was analyzed).
This instrument was applied to answer
the second research question and probe the
second hypothesis because it was necessary to
complement the students' perceptions and
confirm or refute if when they worked in a
blended learning modality to promote extensive
reading, they had meaningful reading
comprehension. Therefore, their scores would
indicate if after developing ER in the BL
modality, their reading comprehension were
meaningfully in terms of proficiency in reading.
Procedure of data collection

After, the subjects worked in the moodle
platform to promote their extensive reading
meaningfully.
Finally, the Toefl examination was
carried out again to contrast them with the first
scores and prove the hypotheses, and at the same
time, the questionnaire was applied to know
students’ perceptions about promoting ER in the
BL modality.
Analysis of data
The data gotten was analyzed according to the
research questions:
Variable 1
Research
question 1

Does
blended
learning
modality
promote
extensive
reading?

Instrument: Questionnaire
Questions that Items
highlight the
use of these
dimensions:
Cognitive
Activating in 1,8, 18
strategies of
groups
attention,
perception, and
memory in
Pre-reading
Strategy

Cognitive
strategies
of
attention,
perception, and
memory while
reading

Inferring
Monitoringclarifying
Representing
the knowledge
with Graphic
organizers
Cognitive
Questioning
strategies
of classmates
attention,
Summarizing
perception, and for others
memory after Sharing
reading
information
Blended
ER in short
learning
periods
with
modality
pleasure
facilities
to
promote ER
Variety
of
reading genres,
books, and tasks
Synchronous
and
asynchronous
virtual
environment

2,12, 19
7,10, 21
4,14,16

6, 11, 17
3,13, 20
5, 9, 15
22, 25, 28

24, 27, 29

23, 26, 30

Table 1 Model of analysis. (McEwan, 2007; Martín in
Banda, 2019, Day, 2004)

First of all, the Toefl examination was applied to
know the reading comprehension level of the
subjects before starting working on the moodle
platform.
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Variable 2
Research question 2
Do subjects consider
having
meaningful
reading comprehension
when working in a
blended
learning
modality?

Instrument
Toefl exam
Toefl proficiency test
(only the reading score)

Items about
activating 1, 8, 14
Totally agree

14%

Agree

86%

Table 2 Model of analysis to measure meaningful reading

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Findings
Taking into consideration that the objective of
the study is to know if the use of blended
learning modality promote extensive reading
based on students’ perceptions as well as to
know if they consider having a meaningful
reading comprehension when working with it at
the Bachelor in Teaching English at BUAP, the
following results are presented:
Variable 1
Does blended learning modality promote
extensive reading?
To answer this research question,
characterize the subjects’ perceptions and prove
the hypothesis: Extensive reading is promoted in
a blended learning modality, the questionnaire
was divided into three phases:
1) Cognitive strategies of attention,
perception, and memory that were applied in the
BL modality to promote extensive reading in the
Pre-reading stage
2) Cognitive strategies of attention,
perception, and memory that were applied in the
BL modality to promote extensive reading while
the reading stage

Graphic 1 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
Activating strategy

86% of the subjects totally agreed and
14% agreed that by applying the activating
strategy, they grasped the knowledge and was
easier to read more in less time.
They perceived that the BL modality
pushed them to practice a lot with this strategy
in the different tasks they had to answer, which
was another way to know they understood what
they were reading. Then, they assumed that ER
was promoted by BL modality thanks to its
pedagogical designed that includes the
activating reading strategy which belongs to the
cognitive strategy of attention, perception, and
memory in the Pre-reading phase. This
documented what McEwan (2007) and Martín in
Banda, (2019) claims about the ER process.
Subjects’ perceptions about promoting
extensive reading in a blended learning
modality while Reading
For this section, three dimensions were taken
into account in the pedagogical designed of the
BL modality to promote the ER: inferring,
monitoring-clarifying, and representing the
knowledge with graphic organizers,

3) Cognitive strategies of attention,
perception, and memory that were applied in the
BL modality to promote extensive reading after
the reading stage.
Subjects’ perceptions about promoting
extensive reading in a blended learning
modality in the Pre-reading stage

3%

Items about infering
2, 12, 19
Totally agree

37%

Agree
60%

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 2 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
inferring strategy
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60% of the subjects agreed, 37% agreed
and 3% neither agreed nor disagreed with the
idea that inferring strategy promotes ER in the
BL modality.
They also expressed that due to the
inference, they could comprehend more from a
text and got into the ER stage fluently and
meaningfully.
As can be observed, the majority of the
sample perceived that the ER was promoted.
This result is confirmed by Guzer and Caner
(2014) who stated that BL scrutinizes the
teaching and learning of the language skills (like
reading) as well as students’ critical thinking.
In addition, subjects did what Angulo,
Angulo, Cortes, and Sotelo (2019) claimed.
They could accomplish relationships between
previous knowledge and new knowledge.
Items about monitoringclarifying: 7, 10, 21
Totally agree

3%

Items about representing the
knowledge: 4, 14, 16
Totally agree

3%

38%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

59%
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 4 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
representing the knowledge strategy (Graphic organizers)

Graphic representation of the knowledge
is a strategy that gave subjects assistance to keep
track of their thoughts, structure, and meaning of
what they read since they were reading about
different topics and a variety of books (ER) so
that later, they could express and share
information with others. Regarding this, 59% of
the subjects agreed and 38% agreed, which
means that more than half of the sample
perceived this as a positive way not only to foster
their reading comprehension but also to develop
their ER process.

Agree

26%

71%

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 3 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
Monitoring-clarifying strategy

71% of the sample totally agree while
26% agreed and 3% neither agreed nor
disagreed. In general, the sample regarded this
strategy as a useful tool to be successful in the
ER, especially because the teacher´s help was
available at any moment through his guidance,
questioning role and reader´s model as Day
(2002) described.
Another important point was that the
subjects realized this strategy assisted them in
restoring the meaning and identified extracts
from the texts that they did not understand.
Finally, they became aware of its benefits and
found it as a way to ask questions, restate their
meaning
and
monitor
their
reading
comprehension process to read faster and more.

Besides, subjects liked the graphic
organizer samples that were included in the
pedagogical design of the BL. In fact, they
mentioned that those visual aids were attractive
because of their colorfulness, easy to follow to
grasp the knowledge and represent their
understanding of the readings, and the most
important, graphic organizers were really
practical to read the Toefl test passages faster
and have better comprehension as mentioned by
Day and Bamford (2002).
Subjects’ perceptions about promoting
extensive reading in a blended learning
modality after Reading
Items about questioning
partners: 6, 11, 17
Totally agree

1%

31%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
68%
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 5 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
Questioning classmates strategy
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Thanks to the BL modality, subjects
could question their classmates virtually very
frequently. Even though 1% neither agreed nor
disagreed, 68% of the sample totally agreed and
68% agreed with the idea that this strategy
allowed them both to flourish extensive reading
and communicative competence because it
pushed them to speak in English.
Another important aspect is that they
perceived this way of working as keeping high
levels of motivation while reading a lot a variety
of books.
Items about
summarizing for others
Totally agree

1%

Agree

38%
61%

Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree

Taking into account that extensive
reading is directly connected with how much
you retain about what you read, subjects
regarded this strategy as a perfect one to retain
information by sharing what they understood
from their reading. Additionally, they gained
fluency in their oral production, vocabulary
baggage and mastery of the foreign language.
Last, they mentioned that while sharing
information, they kept highly motivated by
listening to the comments about other books that
they ended reading them because of their
interests and curiosity.
Subjects’ perceptions about
Blended
Learning modality facilities to promote ER
For this strategy, three dimensions were
analyzed, getting 3 items for each one. In the
following lines, they will be described.

Totally disagree
Graphic 6 Promoting ER in the BL modality with the
Summarizing strategy

Items about ER in short periods
with pleasure 22,25,28
Totally agree

1%

24%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

Concerning it, 61% totally agreed and
38% agreed that the summarizing strategy in the
BL modality was viable to get the ER process
since it was a powerful tool to recall,
comprehend and organize information in a clear
way. This subjects' asseveration is related to
Aguilar´s assertion (2019) about characteristics
of summary: clearness, accuracy, and flexibility
to get comprehension from a text.
2%

Items about sharing
information: 5, 9, 15
Totally agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

98%

Disagree
Totally disagree

75%
Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 8 BL modality facility: ER in short periods with
pleasure

75% totally agreed, 24% agreed and 1%
neither agreed nor disagreed that one of the BL
facilities was the flexibility to read in
considerably short periods big quantities of
reading with a high level of pleasure.
This corroborates what Day (2002) claims
about the importance of selecting correct reading
material for extensive reading by choosing them
according to students’ interests, needs, and
proficiency level to privilege motivation and
energy while reading.

About these results, although 2% neither
agreed nor disagreed, 98% of the sample
confirmed that sharing information with others
after reading was a valuable experience to
increase extensive reading.

Another feature that subjects pointed out
was the use of audio recording books. They
agreed that this listening material provided help
to read faster as well as a model of correct
pronunciation, which let them word recognition
with different speech rhythms and accents.
Moreover, they built up the confidence to produce
more natural and authentic speeches, which
guided them to master the language when talking
about their reading.
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Items about variety of reading
genres, books and tasks: 24, 27, 29
Totally agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

100%

Disagree
Totally disagree

Graphic 9 BL modality facility: Variety of reading
genres, books, and tasks

100% of the sample totally agreed with
the idea of BL modality allowed them to have a
variety of reading genders, books and tasks in the
same virtual space at low cost, in an attractive
way and nice atmosphere, getting as a result
extensive and intensive reading.
Another facility was that the extensive
reading was done under subjects' control since
they did not feel obligated to do it; they did it by
pleasure or interest to read it based on some other
classmates' comments or descriptions during the
virtual sharing book sessions. They said that
reading became part of their lives and habits.
In addition, they perceived that by
reading this variety of topics, their vocabulary
baggage increased considerably as well as their
writing style, which was even a higher
motivation to continue practicing in BL
modality. Finally, the most important finding in
this dimension was that the whole sample agreed
that by reading different books and genres, they
gained what Hedgcock and Ferris (2009) called
knowledge of the other cultures.
Items about synchronous and
asynchronous virtual environment:
23, 26, 30
Totally agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree

100%

Disagree
Totally disagree

Another characteristic of the BL
modality was its synchronous and asynchronous
environment that was perceived as a positive
feature by the subjects since 100% totally agreed
with this dimension.
What they liked the most was the
flexibility to work at any time and place as well
as to be in such an attractive virtual space where
they had access to some other tools like digital
dictionaries, graphic representation templates,
different reading comprehension activities that
looked like games, virtual spaces to talk with
their classmates and build up assignments
collaboratively. They developed a sense of
belonging to a community.
These findings corroborated what ay and
Bamford (2002) mentioned about the
importance of selecting materials according to
students’ level because they granted to read
quickly and with high levels of comprehension.
As been seen, the students’ perceptions were
positive and the first hypothesis was proven
since they assure that BL modality does promote
ER.
Variable 2
As in any reading comprehension process, it is
necessary to check students’ understanding of
reading as well as their progress. These can be
done through different devices like tests, quizzes
or even just to assess whether the reading has
been done or not. That is why in this study, it was
decided to apply a Toefl examination (only the
reading section was taken into account) before
starting working in the moodle platform to
promote the extensive reading and after finishing
working with it with the purpose to prove the
second hypothesis of this study and the students’
perceptions described above described.
The second research question is:
Do subjects consider having meaningful
reading comprehension when working in a
blended learning modality to promote extensive
reading? The table shows the different score
subjects got after working in the BL modality
with the pedagogical design that was mentioned
before.

Graphic 10 BL modality facility: Synchronous and
asynchronous virtual environment
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Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Toefl score
before
practicing
ER in the
BL modality
340
360
400
380
325
360
380
350
300
320
340
360
340
320
380
320
340
380
360
300
310
340
380
340
300
200
320
300
340
380

Toefl score
after
practicing
ER in the
BL modality
420
490
500
490
450
500
490
480
450
420
430
450
450
430
490
440
460
500
440
420
430
450
500
480
490
380
430
450
480
490

Difference
in points

80
130
100
110
125
140
110
130
150
100
90
90
110
110
110
120
120
120
80
120
120
110
120
140
190
180
110
150
140
110

Table 3 Comparable table of the Toelf reading scores to
measures the meaningfulness of the promotion of ER in
the BL modality

The results characterized the subjects'
perceptions as identifying the blended learning
modality like a suitable learning resource to
promote extensive reading as well as another
technology-based
instructional
delivery
environment with special attributes that
empower
meaningful
reading-learning
experiences by using cognitive strategies of
attention, perception, and memory in the prereading, while reading and after reading stages
with their respective dimensions.
Moreover, table 3 shows important
results because all the subjects improved their
reading proficiency meaningfully. The least
improved 80 points in comparison with his
previous result and the highest improved 190
points respectively.
Conclusions
As can be seen in the finding section, the
hypotheses:
H1: extensive reading is promoted in a blended
learning modality according to students’
perceptions
ISSN 2444-4952
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H2: When working in a blended learning
modality to promote extensive reading, students
have meaningful reading comprehension, were
corroborated.
This study implies that effective ER
could be fostered in platforms only if
pedagogical designs are taken into account
according to students’ level, interests, and needs.
Even though, this requires a lot of
investment time, selection and design of the
resources, the benefits and advantages for
students make up for those efforts.
Considering this study, some decisions
could be taken too, like for example, to include
these types of programs into the curriculum to
flourish such an important skill like this in the
foreign language learning process.
Additionally, this study showed that
although some subjects had a low reading
proficiency level, they improved by practicing
ER in BL modality thanks to its activation
process, learning styles variety and flexibility of
the platform to read at their own rhythm.
At the same time, a relationship was
identified between ER and BL modality in terms
of a positive effect on reading comprehension
level.
Further research
It is suggested to apply the same study with a
different methodology for example: with a
mixed
methodology
(quantitative
and
qualitative) to have more complete data to
analyze, and of course, more complete study.
Another option could be a pre and post-treatment
test with experimental design and control and
experimental group.
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